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This research focused on classifying Human-Biometric Sensor Interaction errors in 
real-time. The Kinect 2 was used as a measuring device to track the position and 
movements of the subject through a simulated border control environment. Knowing, in 
detail, the state of the subject ensures that the human element of the HBSI model is 
analyzed accurately. A network connection was established with the iris device to know 
the state of the sensor and biometric system elements of the model. Information such as 
detection rate, extraction rate, quality, capture type, and more metrics was available for 
use in classifying HBSI errors. A Federal Inspection Station (FIS) booth was constructed 
to simulate a U.S. border control setting in an International airport. The subjects were 
taken through the process of capturing iris and fingerprint samples in an immigration 
setting. If errors occurred, the Kinect 2 program would classify the error and saved these 









CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
This chapter gives an overview of the research including the statement of the 
problem, the significance of the problem, the research scope, the research question, 
assumptions, limitations, delimitations, and definitions of key terms. 
 
1.1 Statement of the Problem 
There is currently no method to determine Human-Biometric Sensor Interaction 
(HBSI) errors for iris recognition automatically in real-time.  In an operational setting, 
such as border control in U.S. airports, errors occur within a biometric system.  These 
errors impact the throughput time of the biometric system.  By using the Kinect 2, the 
errors that take place can be classified according to the HBSI model and thus reducing 
the cost to society and government agencies. Furthermore, the solution proposed provides 
visibility to border control agencies on errors that occur, thereby providing them more 
accurate data for their internal process improvement. 
 
1.2 Significance of the Problem 
This research identified errors that occured when users interacted with an iris 
recognition system in the border control setting using the Kinect 2 to track and measure 
body points. Knowing both when errors occur, and the causes of the errors would 




increasethroughput time of the system. Better throughput times will lead to a decrease in 
cost for the system. The IRIS program, implemented in 2006 in the UK, displayed a need 
for error classification and mitigation. Up to one in 10 travelers were wrongly rejected by 
the scanners and had to wait then in line for manual checks. The program was canceled in 
2012 because the throughput times overall were slower than if the travelers were to go 
through the manual check (Gorodnichy et al., 2014).  
Understanding the errors that take place in the interaction with the system will 
increase the throughput time by giving feedback in real-time to both the user and the 
officer. Providing feedback will also increase the quality of the images captured. 
Interactions between the user and the system will be monitored and corrected to provide 
better quality data, thereby increasing the performance of the system (Kalka, Zuo, 
Schmid, & Cukic, 2006). 
 
1.3 Scope 
The deliverable of this research is a program that utilizes the Kinect 2 to detect 
HBSI errors automatically in real-time. This program was coded in C#. The program 
tracks 25 critical body points on the subject using the infrared sensor from the Kinect 2. 
The use-case scenario was a border control setting, specifically a Federal Inspection 
Station (FIS) booth found in U.S. airports. These booths include an iris recognition 
device to identify passengers. A booth was built to simulate this environment with the 
correct measurements and scale. An AOptix camera was also placed in the booth and 
interacted with the Kinect 2 program. Iris and fingerprint were only modalities 
considered in this research. 




1.4 Research Question 
Can the Kinect 2 be used to determine Human-Biometric Sensor Interaction errors 
automatically in real-time? 
1.5 Assumptions 
The assumptions for the research include the following: 
 The Kinect 2 is a reliable tool for measurement in a border control setting. 
 All attempts were genuine. 
 The data collection will take place in a simulated border control setting, using a 
1:1 scale replica of a Federal Inspection Station (FIS) booth. 
 The FIS booth did not interfere with the Kinect 2 tracking functionality. 
1.6 Limitations 
The limitations of the research include the following: 
 This research was conducted in simulated border control setting. 
 Only the iris and fingerprint modalities were collected. 
 This research only analyzed the interaction of the subject with the iris device, 
including the type of iris capture (no capture, partial capture, complete capture), 
and classifyied the errors that took place, if any. 
 The Kinect 2 was used as a tracking and measuring device. 
 This research was limited to subjects who can stand for 10 minutes or longer. 
1.7 Delimitations 
The delimitations for the research include the following: 




 The collection and analysis of modalities other than iris was beyond the scope of 
this research. 
 Analyzing the quality metrics of the iris images was beyond the scope of this 
research. 
 Calculating match rates was beyond the scope of this research. 
 Analyzing performance metrics was beyond the scope of this research. 
 The iris enrollment, verification, and identification processes was beyond the 
scope of this research. 
 The use of other tracking devices was beyond the scope of this research. 
 Habituation was not be considered. 
 Test administrator error was not be analyzed. 
 Environmental conditions were beyond the scope of this research. 
 The effect the testing apparatus has on throughput time of the system was beyond 
the scope of this research. 
1.8 Definitions of Key Terms 
Biometrics: “Automated recognition of individuals based on their behavioral and 
biological characteristics” (International Organization for Standardization, 2011, 
p. 9). 
Concealed Interaction (CI): “An erroneous presentation is made to the sensor that is 
detected by the biometric system but is not correctly handled or classified as an 
“error” by the biometric system” (Kukula, Sutton, & Elliott, 2010, p. 3). 




Defective Interaction (DI): “A bad presentation made to the biometric sensor and is not 
detected by the system” (Elliott & Kukula, 2010, p. 3). 
Failure to Acquire (FTA): “A verification or identification attempt for which the system 
fails to capture or locate an image or signal of sufficient quality” (International 
Organization for Standardization, 2005, p. 5). 
Failure to Detect (FTD): “Correct presentations to the sensor that are not detected by the 
biometric system” (Kukula, Sutton, & Elliott, 2010, p. 4). 
Failure to Process (FTP): “A correct presentation is made to the biometric system that 
encounters an error when it is processed by the system” (Kukula & Elliott, 2009, 
p. 4). 
False Interaction (FI): “A user presents his or her biometric features to the biometric 
system, which are detected by the system and is correctly classified by the system 
as an erroneous due to a fault or errors that originated from an incorrect action, 
behavior, or movement executed by the user” (Kukula, Sutton, & Elliott, 2010, p. 
3). 
Habituation: The familiarity a subject has with the biometric device, system, and 
application (International Organization for Standardization, 2011, p. 2). 
Human-Biometric Sensor Interaction (HBSI): “A model that is derived from separate 
areas of research, namely ergonomics, usability, and biometrics, that demonstrates 
how metrics can be used to evaluate overall functionality and performance of a 
biometric system” (Elliott & Kukula, 2010, p. 1). 
Kinect 2 for Windows sensor (Kinect 2): “A physical device with depth sensing 
technology, a built-in color camera, an infrared (IR) emitter, and a microphone 




array, enabling it to sense the location and movements of individual humans as 
well as their voices” (Microsoft, 2014, p. 1). 
Modality: “Different types of biometrics” (Hicklin & Khanna, 2006, p. 76). 
Performance: The relationship between false match rates and false non-match rates in a 
detection error trade-off graph (Mansfield et al., 2001, p. 11). 
Sample: “User’s biometric measures as output by the data collection subsystem” 
(International Organization for Standardization, 2005, p. 1).




CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
2.1 Biometrics 
Throughout history, humans have used body characteristics such as face, voice, and 
gait to identify others. Biometrics refers to any human physiological or behavioral 
characteristics that can be used to identify a person (Jain, Ross, & Prabhakar, 2004). 
Common examples of biometric characteristics include fingerprints, facial features, iris 
pattern, hand geometry, vein pattern, and signature (Kukula, Sutton, & Elliott, 2010). For 
any biological measurement to qualify as a biometric each person should have the 
characteristic, any two persons should be different regarding the characteristic, the 
characteristic should be stable over time, and the characteristic must be measurable (Jain 
et al., 2004). 
2.2 Biometric Performance 
Biometric performance refers to the recognition accuracy and speed, the resources 
required to achieve the desired recognition accuracy and speed, as well as the operation 
and environmental factors that affect accuracy and speed of a biometric system (Jain et 
al., 2004). There are three types of attempts in a biometric system: a genuine attempt, a 
zero-effort impostor attempt, and an active impostor attempt. A genuine attempt is 
produced by a good-faith user who wishes to match against their stored template. A zero-
effort impostor attempt occurs when an individual inputs their biometric into the system 




wishing to match against their stored template, but are instead matched against the 
template of another individual. Lastly, an active impostor attempt occurs when an 
individual tries to match against another user’s stored template deliberately, usually by 
altering his/her biometric characteristic (International Standards Organization (ISO), 
2006). 
2.3 Performance Metrics 
 Performance can also be described as the relationship between false match rates 
(FMR) and false non-match rates (FNMR). FMR is the proportion of zero-effort impostor 
users who are identified as another user incorrectly. FNMR is the proportion of genuine 
users who are declared not to match the characteristics of their stored template. For good 
performance, it is desired to have both FMR and FNMR at or close to zero (International 
Standards Organization (ISO), 2006). 
False accept rate (FAR) is defined as the proportion of impostor verification 
attempts, both zero-effort and active, that are incorrectly confirmed. In contrast, false 
reject rate (FRR) is the proportion of genuine user verification attempts that are 
incorrectly denied. Failure to acquire rate (FTA) is the proportion of attempts, both 
verification and identification, in which the system fails to capture the biometric sample 
with sufficient quality (International Standards Organization (ISO), 2006). 
2.4 Human-Biometric Sensor Interaction 
The Human-Biometric Sensor Interaction (HBSI) model was developed to bridge 
the gap of information in regards to system-level performance metrics described in 2.3. 
Performance failures are typically classified as either a user error, environmental error, or 




an error in the matching algorithm (Kukula et al., 2010). Prior to the development of the 
HBSI model, there was a lack of information detailing what the user or the system does 
during an interaction (Elliott, Mershon, Chandrasekaran, & Gupta, 2011).  
The HBSI model consists of three different areas of research: ergonomics, usability, 
and biometrics (Kukula & Elliott, 2009). Ergonomics relates to the interaction between a 
user and a sensor while Usability refers to the ease of use of a biometric system. Figure 
2.1 below shows the HBSI model and how the sensor, human, and biometric system each 
plays a part in HBSI. 
 
Figure 2.1: The HBSI Model (“The HBSI Model,” 2013) 
 





The HBSI framework classifies errors as a defective interaction (DI), concealed 
interaction (CI), false interaction (FI), failure to detect (FTD), failure to process (FTP), or 
a successfully processed sample (SPS). 
2.5 Incorrect Presentation Errors 
DIs, CIs, and FIs are produced when an incorrect presentation is made to the sensor. 
An interaction is classified as a DI if the presentation is not detected by the system. An 
interaction is classified as a CI if the presentation is detected by the system, but is not 
classified correctly by the system. Lastly, an interaction is classified as an FI if the 
presentation is both detected by the system as well as classified correctly by the biometric 
system. 
2.6 Correct Presentation Errors 
FTDs, FTPs, and SPSs are produced when a correct presentation is made to the 
sensor. An FTD occurs when the biometric system does not detect the presentation. If the 
biometric system detects the presentation, then the presentation is classified as either an 
FTP or an SPS. It will be an SPS if the presentation is classified correctly by the system 
and an FTP if it is not. The HBSI framework is shown in Figure 2.2 (Kukula et al., 2010). 






Figure 2.2: The HBSI Error Framework (“The HBSI Model,” 2013) 
 
2.7 Iris Recognition 
Dr. Safir and Dr. Flom first thought of the concept of identifying a person through 
their iris in 1987, but it was not until Dr. John Daugman from Harvard issued a patent in 
1994 that the method for analyzing an iris pattern common place. The iris is the colored 
ring surrounding the pupil, and its variability is enormous from person to person. In fact, 
no two irises are alike, and genetics has no influence on its development. “There are in 
excess of 266 mathematically unique characteristics” (Al-Raisi & Al-Khouri, 2008, p.118) 
in each iris, making a false match extremely unlikely. 
Because the iris is extremely variable between persons and performs very well, it is 
often deployed in border control settings to identify people leaving and entering a country. 
However it is more difficult than other types of biometrics in regards to user acceptance 
(Al-Raisi & Al-Khouri, 2008). In fact, the Iris Recognition Immigration System (IRIS) 
program in the UK, which began in 2004 to identify passengers by implementing iris 





recognition, was canceled due to the increase in time that travelers had to spend rather 
than going through a manual check. Up to one in 10 travelers were wrongly rejected by 
the system and had to go through manual checks afterward (Gorodnichy, Eastwood, 
Shmerko, & Yanushkevich, 2014). Because the biometric element was the most technical 
and least understood of the IRIS program, it was presumed to be where all of the risks 
and errors were produced, causing the failure (Gorodnichy et al., 2014). 
2.8 Kinect 2 Sensor 
The Kinect 2 is a low-cost sensor developed by Microsoft. It consists of a built-in 
color camera used for video, an infrared emitter used for measuring depth, and a 
microphone array. These features enable the sensor to detect the movements of an 
individual on the x, y, and z planes of a three-dimensional area. Table 2.1 shows the 
specifications of the latest Kinect 2 for Windows sensor features. 
 
Table 2.1: Kinect 2 Feature Specifications 
Feature Resolution Refresh Rate Field of View 
Color Camera 1920x1080 15-30 Hz 70x60 
Infrared Emitter 512x424 30 Hz 70x60 
 
Using the depth sensor, the Kinect 2 can track 25 body points on a human in a 
three-dimensional space and operates from one-half to up to four and a half meters from 
the device. It also measures the orientation of each body point (Microsoft, 2014). When 
using the Kinect 2 as a measuring device, it can output an infrared image, a color image 
(RGB), and a depth image (Smisek, Jancosek, & Pajdla, 2011). It is also possible to 
export the x, y, and z values from the body points to an external file for later analysis 





(Dutta, 2012). The Kinect SDK also has a facial tracking option that tracks the eyes, nose, 
and mouth corners of a person. Using these points, it calculates the yaw (head tilt from 
left to right), pitch (head tilt up and down), and roll (leaning the head from left to right) of 
the head in relation to the Kinect. Table 2.2 shows the 25 body points that are tracked. 




























2.9 Object-Oriented Programming 
Object-oriented programming (OOP) is a style of programming that represents data 
as “objects”, containing attributes that describe the object and methods that retrieve and 





set the values of the attributes. If the data were to be represented as a vehicle, an attribute 
could be the speed of the vehicle (Kindler & Krivy, 2011). C# is an example of an object-
oriented programming language. 
OOP supports both encapsulation and inheritance. Encapsulation is a type of data 
abstraction that reduces the need for interdependency between separate objects by 
defining interfaces for interacting with the object. The interfaces are used via operations 
and methods to retrieve and stored data in an object. Inheritance, on the other hand, 
allows for “child” objects to inherit values from the “parent” object. If a parent has an 
attribute or parameter, it is automatically accessible from the child depending on its 
accessibility level (Snyder, 1986)





CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY 
This chapter gives an overview of the data collection and analysis for this research. 
The methods of programming, border control simulation, and data collection are detailed 
below. 
3.1 Phases 
This methodology consists of four major phases: 
 Phase 1: Programming 
 Phase 2: Construction 
 Phase 3: Pilot Study 
 Phase 4: Data Collection
 






Figure 3.1: Process Map 
 
Figure 3.1 shows a process map of this research as a whole. A pilot study was first 
conducted to determine if the Kinect was a reliable measuring tool in this scenario. This 
provided the foundation for its use in the full data collection to determine if it can classify 
HBSI metrics in real-time and compare it against the ground-truth. Providing real-time 
feedback would be included in future work. 
3.2 Phase 1: Programming 
Rapid prototyping will be used as a programming method. Prototyping involves 
the creation of different versions of the program over several iterations (Borysowich, 
2007). The difference between vertical prototyping and other types of prototyping is that 
it helps clarify complex programming tasks by focusing on one task at a time and 
learning how a function interacts with the system at a very low level. Vertical prototyping 
is useful because the Kinect 2 for Windows is still relatively new, and there is little





documentation available related to creating code to interact with it. The program itself 
was developed using the C# programming language. The code relies on the .NET 4.5 
framework to function. 
The first step was to install the latest Kinect 2 for Windows Software 
Development Kit (SDK). The SDK included example projects that focused on one 
function of the sensor at a time. Understanding how these programs function was 
necessary for creating a functional program that was also efficient. Once the necessary 
programming for the Kinect 2 body tracking was completed, the next step was to 
program it to interact with the AOptix iris device to check on the state of the machine. 
The Secure Shell (SSH) protocol was implemented in the program’s code to accomplish 
this. SSH connected to the AOptix device over a T568A crossover cable to determine 
what state the machine is displaying in real-time, giving the Kinect 2 program a better 
understanding of what errors are occurring. Appendix B contains the code developed for 
this study. 
3.3 Phase 2: Construction 
Phase 2 consisted of building a replica of a Federal Inspection Station booth 
found in airports for border control and immigration. Simulating an international border 
control environment helped determine if HBSI errors can be detected in real-time in an 
operational setting. The AOptix device was placed in the booth so that the recommended 
capture space was outside of the booth and not impeded by the test administrator. The 
Kinect 2 was placed on top of the AOptix device in the booth. 





First, a list of parts was generated with the exact dimensions and specifications 
needed and were cut to size by Lowes. The team at the International Center for Biometric 
Research used the materials to construct the booth. Figure 3.2 shows the booth that was 
built. 
 
Figure 3.2: FIS Booth Replica 
 
3.4 Phase 3: Pilot Study 
Before the full data collection was able to proceed, a preliminary study was 
conducted to test the reliability of the Kinect as a measurement tool in this scenario. The 
pilot study included testing any interference that could possibly be caused by the iris 
device or the FIS booth. The pilot study also provided feedback as to what HBSI metrics 
map to which poses detected by the Kinect 2 and what type of data to look for during the 
data collection. The study consisted of 30 participants, who followed the same testing 





procedure as described in 3.11. The collection area was set up identically to the full data 
collection shown in Figure 3.5 and the same methodology was used.  
There were two trials conducted for this collection. In the first trial, the Kinect 
was placed behind the subjects, while trial two had the Kinect on top of the AOptix 
device just like in the full data collection. The luggage combinations that were used are 
shown in Table 3.1. 
Table 3.1: Pilot Study Luggage Combinations 
Transaction Luggage Combination 
1 Backpack 
2 Large Roller 
3 Medium Roller 
4 Small Duffel 
5 Large Duffel 
6 Backpack + Large Roller 
7 Backpack + Medium Roller 
8 Backpack + Small Duffel 
9 Backpack + Large Duffel 
10 Small Duffel + Large Roller 
11 Large Duffel + Large Roller 
12 Large Duffel + Small Duffel 
13 No Luggage 
 
What differed between this study and the full data collection was that each subject 
was required to repeat the transaction 13 separate times, once using each luggage 
combination. This was done to ensure that the Kinect could still track each subject 
regardless of the luggage carried. 
A process capability analysis (Cnpk) was performed on all 25 body points for the 
first trial, and 17 upper body points for the second trial, using the AOptix capture space 
as the specification limits. This analysis helped provide feedback as to how accurate the 
Kinect tracking was in both trials. It was determined that if the Cnpk was close to or 





greater than two, the point was tracked reliably throughout an interaction. The results 
showed that the Kinect failed to reliably track the user in the first trial for all points, but 
was able to reliably track the users during trial two, regardless of the luggage 
combination. It tracked the head, neck, shoulders, spine, and elbows reliably enough to be 
used in this full data collection (Moore et al., 2015). Knowing this, the head, neck, 
shoulders, and face were all used to determine whether or not a presentation was correct 
or incorrect for Phase 4. These points were determined to be critical for this study 
because AOptix states that the subject should be standing in the capture space, looking at 
the camera. Without these points, this would be impossible to determine. More details 
about the pilot study can be found in Appendix C. 
3.5 Phase 4: Data Collection 
Phase four involved testing the Kinect 2 program in a scenario using the FIS 
booth. The data collection was carried out and focused on determining the HBSI metrics 
using the Kinect 2 sensor. 
3.6 Participants 
Test subjects were recruited using a number of sources; the subjects self-selected. 
100 subjects were recruited for the study. 
3.7 Recruitment 
Recruitment was carried out via flyers, email, and word of mouth. An email was 
sent to a distribution list that consisted of subjects who were in previous studies. 






Subject information was used to identify any persons. Every participant had a 
subject number assigned to them, and their name and personal information were only 
stored in the database for IRB purposes. 
3.9 Record keeping 
All data recording during collection was stored in a database made using 
Filemaker Pro. The Kinect 2 Program stored its information in a .CSV file, which was 
later uploaded to the database. 
3.10 Equipment 
Table 3.2 lists the equipment that was used during data collection and analysis: 
Table 3.2: Equipment Used 
Description Type Quantity 
AOptix Insight Duo Biometric 1 
Crossmatch Guardian USB Biometric 1 
Kinect 2 for Windows Sensor V2 Non-Biometric 1 
Dell Optiplex 7010 Non-Biometric 1 
VS Express 2013 for Desktop Software 1 
Windows 8.1 Enterprise Software 1 
Filemaker Pro 13.0v1 Software 1 
Federal Inspection Station booth Non-Biometric 1 
 
3.11 Testing procedure 
To better simulate an immigration setting at a U.S. airport, subjects were asked to 
carry luggage throughout the entire transaction. They were allowed to bring their own if 
they wished, but some were provided if they did not. Figure 3.3 shows the luggage that 
was used including the identifier for each. 






Figure 3.3: Provided Luggage 
 
Stanchions were used so that the subject has to go through a “line” to get to the 
booth and is shown in Figure 3.4.  
 
Figure 3.4: Stanchions Set Up 





Figure 3.5 shows the data collection area as well as the measurements of the booth. 
 
 




The testing procedure was as follows: 
1. The subject entered the testing area and was greeted by the test administrator 
2. The test administrator gave a brief description of the data collection and provided 
the subject with the consent form 
3. The subject filled out the consent form and handed it back to the test administrator 
4. The test administrator saved the consent form and the collection began 
5. The test administrator entered the subject’s information into the database and 
started the video and Kinect recordings 





6.The test administrator asked the subject what type of luggage they typically carry 
while traveling such as rollers, duffel bags, backpacks, etc. 
7. The subject either chose their own personal luggage, or one that is provided 
8. The subject was given a mock passport and immigration form 
9. The test administrator called the subject up to the booth 
10.  The subject navigated through the line and walked up to the booth with their 
luggage, passport, and declaration form 
11.  The test administrator took the passport and declaration form from the subject 
and reviewed it 
12.  The test administrator activated the 10-print fingerprint scanner and instructed 
the subject to place their right index, right middle, right ring, and right little 
fingers all at the same time on the scanner 
13.  The subject then placed their left index, left middle, left ring, and left little 
fingers all at the same time on the scanner 
14.  The subject then placed both left and right thumbs at the same time on the 
scanner 
15.  The test administrator activated the iris camera and instructed the subject to 
follow the instructions on the screen 
16.  While the capture was taking place, the Kinect tracked the body movements of 
the subject to determine if the presentation was correct or incorrect 
17. Once the capture was complete, the subject was given their passport and they 
exited the booth area 





As stated previously, enrollment and verification will not be tested in this collection. 
It was be assumed that all subjects have already enrolled in the system and that it was 
done at the booth and not another location. Appendix D contains the approved consent 
form for this study. 
3.12 Kinect 2 Data 
The Kinect tracks 25 body points on the subject, as well as 5 points of the face. 
Each body point displays the x, y, and z coordinates and shows whether the point was 
tracked, inferred, or not tracked. The coordinates are displayed in meters. A tracked point 
indicates that the Kinect sensor can see the point and is actively tracking it. An inferred 
point means that the Kinect cannot see the point and that it estimated its location. A point 
that is not tracked means the Kinect cannot see it and it is not estimating its location. All 
values for a non-tracked joint come back as zero. 
3.13 AOptix Data 
The AOptix device has an LCD monitor on its front that displays instructions to the 
user such as “look here” and “capture completed”. Each of these instructions are called 
states. When the device changes states it writes the time, previous state, and current state 
to an lcd_monitor.log file with its internal database. Table 3.3 shows all of the states from 
the AOptix device and Figure 3.6 shows the image that is displayed on the LCD screen 
for each state. 





4 Look Here 







7 Enroll Capture Complete 
8 Capture is completed 
9 ID Complete-Match found 
10 ID Complete-Match not found 
11 System Error 
12 Call Operator 
13 Failed to Acquire 
14 See Operator 
15 Shutting Down 
16 Enroll Ack Saved 
17 Enroll Ack Reject 
18 Pacs Show Card 
19 Pacs Iris Recognition 
20 Pacs ID Pass 
21 Look Here (Alt) 
22 Error 
23 Please Open Eyes Wide 
24 Invalid Card 
25 Remove Eye Glasses 
 
 
Figure 3.6: AOptix States 
 





Certain states are not used in this research as they apply to token and enrollment 
scenarios. Only states [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [8], [11], [13], [15], [21], [22], [23], and 
[25] were used for classifying HBSI metrics. Using SSH, the Kinect program can see 
when the AOptix changes states and use this to determine an HBSI metric in conjunction 
with the data from the sensor itself. The resulting biometric captures from the device are 
classified as full capture, partial capture. A “full capture” means that a high-resolution 
face, left iris, and right iris are captured. A “partial capture” means that samples were 
captured but either some were missing, or some were low resolution. A “no capture” 
means that no samples were able to be captured. 
3.14 Ground-Truthed Classification 
The subject interactions were first ground-truthed for HBSI metrics to get an actual 
representation of what took place during the collection. This was done by watching the 
videos of each interaction, which displays the time with millisecond accuracy, to 
determine if it the interaction was a correct presentation or an incorrect presentation. The 
AOptix lcd_monitor.log was also be exported so that the researcher can determine which 
state the AOptix was in at a given time, which is also accurate to the millisecond. Lastly, 
the researcher determined by looking at the resulting capture whether or not it was a 
“complete capture”, “partial capture”, or “no capture”. Figure 3.7 shows the process that 
was used to determine the metrics for each presentation. 






Figure 3.7: Ground-Truthing Classification Process 
 
A presentation begins the first time the AOptix switches to the [3](ready) state. 
Once it start, it changes between [4](look here) and [12](look here alt) until a capture or 
error occurs. A presentation for the AOptix begins whenever the state changes to 
[3](ready) because this is when the machine begins looking for the face of the user. For a 
presentation to be correct the subject must be looking at the camera, their shoulders must 
be squared with the camera, and they must be standing in the capture space. If any of 
these conditions is not met, the presentation is incorrect. If the presentation has started 
and the AOptix state reverts to [3](ready), [6](retry), [23](open eyes wide), or 
[25](remove glasses) at any point, it is classified as an FTD or DI for a correct and 
incorrect presentation, respectively. If the presentation starts and the state reverts to 
[11](system error), [13](failure to acquire), or [22](error), then it is classified as an FTP 
or CI for a correct and incorrect presentation, respectively. The state reverting to 
[8](capture completed) also can result in an FTP or CI, but only if the resulting capture 





was partial or no capture. Lastly, if the state changes to [8](capture completed) and there 
is a full capture, it is an SPS for correct presentations and FI for incorrect presentations. 
An interaction can only end in an FTP, CI, FI, or SPS and there can be multiple 
presentations per interaction. 
3.15 Kinect Classification 
The program saves all of the Kinect’s interaction data to a file along with the 
AOptix device and the corresponding HBSI metric for each interaction. This saves by 
default at approximately 30 times per second. The process used to determine the HBSI 
metric was similar to the ground-truthed method, except for being automated and in real-
time. For the presentation to be correct, the subject must be looking at the camera, have 
their shoulders squared with the AOptix device, and be in the capture space. This 
determination of a correct presentation was derived from AOptix specifications that state 
to stand in the capture space, look at the camera, and open eyes. To determine if they are 
looking at the camera the pitch, yaw, and roll metrics were used. Figure 3.8 shows the 
metrics used by the program to determine if the subject is looking at the camera. 






Figure 3.8: Kinect "Looking at Camera" Metrics 
 
 The pitch of the head must be 10° from the center of the LCD screen, the yaw of 
the head must be within 10° from the center of the screen, and the roll of the head must 
be within 10° of the center. If any of these metrics is not met, it is determined they are not 
looking at the camera correctly. Figure 3.9 shows how the Kinect determines if the 
subject’s shoulders are squared with the camera. 
 
Figure 3.9: Kinect "Shoulders Squared" Metrics 
 





The ShoulderLeft and ShoulderRight Kinect points are used to determine if the 
shoulders are squared with the camera or not. The shoulders cannot be more than 10° in 
either direction. If these metrics are not met, it is determined that the shoulders are not 
squared with the camera. Lastly, the Kinect must determine if the subject is standing in 
the capture space, shown in Figure 3.10.  
 
Figure 3.10: Kinect "Standing in Capture Space” Metrics 
 
As per AOptix specifications, the ideal capture space is 1.5 meters from the camera 
with a 1 meter by 0.75-meter capture area. Using the x and z coordinates from the Head 
body point, it can be determined if the subject is standing in the capture space. If this 
metric is not met, it is determined that the subject is not standing in the capture space. 
Using these three determinations, the same process as outlined Figure 3.7 can be used to 
determine the HBSI interaction metric automatically. 
3.16 Comparing the Ground-Truth to Kinect Classifications 
Once all interactions have been ground-truthed to get the correct data, the Kinect 
output was used to compare to these results. A simple percentage of correct 





classifications was calculated to determine the accuracy. This determined if the Kinect 
can accurately determine these errors automatically. 
3.17 Threats to Internal Validity 
There are four threats to internal validity in this research. The first being 
habituation of a subject with the system. If the user is familiar with the border control 
setting, that this study is replicating, he or she may react based on past experiences 
instead of reacting to program feedback. Another threat is the level of feedback that the 
test administrator provides the subject. While the program was responsible for providing 
feedback to the subject, the test administrator may be required to correct an error that the 
subject is creating. An incorrect interaction was logged in the database so that it is not 
assumed the Kinect 2 program mitigated the error. The third threat is placement of the 
Kinect 2 sensor. The FIS booth counter is 3’10’’ tall, making only the upper half of the 
subject visible from inside of the booth. If the subject is shorter than average, the Kinect 
2 may not be able to track all of the critical body points. The fourth threat to internal 
validity is history. If an event were to occur relating to border control in some way, this 
may change subject’s perception of the study and adversely affect results. 
3.18 Threats to External Validity 
There were three threats to external validity in this research. The first threat is that 
the results may be representative of college-aged students. The elderly were included, but 
not at the same rate as students aged roughly 19 to 25. Another threat is that the testing 
was conducted in a controlled environment that was consistent across each capture. This 
environment didn’t reflect the actual operational setting in various places where border 
control is present. The third threat is the use of the iris device. The AOptix Insight Duo is 





not standardized across operational settings so that different iris capture devices may be 
used in other border control areas, and this might limit generalizability. 
  







CHAPTER 4. RESULTS 
The results are divided into two main sections: the overall accuracy of the program, 
and the accuracy of the program after removing “NONE” classifications that are 
explained in 4.3. 
4.1 Subject Demographics 
Table 4.1 shows the number of subjects who reported gender. For this study, all 
subjects chose to report. Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 display the ethnicity and age of the 
sample respectively. There wasn’t a specific demographic that was required for the study, 
so it was first come, first serve. The ideal sample includes subjects of all different types 
of demographics. 
Table 4.1: Distribution of Subject Gender 
Gender Count Percent 
Male 47 47.0 
Female 53 53.0 
 














































Figure 4.3: Ethnicity 
 
4.2 Accuracy of the Program 
APPENDI A contains all of the resulting data from the ground-truthing and the 
Kinect program classifications. Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 show the number of ground-








































































Figure 4.4: Ground-Truth HBSI Metric Classifications 
 
These classifications do not represent the actual performance of the AOptix 
device, as detailed instructions were not given to the subjects. The lack of instruction was 
to produce as wide a variety of metrics as possible to test the algorithm on rather than just 
SPS. 






Figure 4.5: Overall Kinect Classifications 
 
One observation to note is that the Kinect classifications have an extra field called 
“NONE”. This means that for its paired ground-truth metric, the Kinect found no error 
and did not record one. This is due to the asynchronous nature of the Kinect program 
getting the states from the AOptix. If the state switched from [4] to [3] then back to [4] 
again in a few milliseconds without refreshing, the Kinect program would not recognize 
that there was a state change and would not attempt to classify the presentation or 
interaction. From the Kinects point of view, there was no presentation. Table 4.2 shows 
an example of this error. 
 
 






Table 4.2: Subject 028, an Example of Kinect Refresh Error 
Subject ID Ground-Truth Classification Kinect Classification Correct Classification 
028 FTD FTD Y 
028 FTD FTD Y 
028 FTD NONE N 
028 FTD NONE N 
028 FTD NONE N 
028 SPS SPS Y 
 
The ground-truth for Subject 028’s interaction shows that there were five instances 
of an FTD, while the Kinect only detected two of these. This is due to the AOptix state 
changing from [4] or [21] to [3] then back in so little time that the Kinect did not refresh 
its input during this change. Figure 4.6 provides a visual example of this refresh error. At 
12:30:01.5, both the Kinect and AOptix refresh their sensor data. At 12:30:01.6, the 
AOptix changes states to [3](ready), but the Kinect did not see this change because it 
didn’t update until 12:30:01.7. 
 
Figure 4.6: Kinect Refresh Error 
 





Because of this, the “NONE” classification mostly occurred during FTDs and DIs. 
The Percentage of “NONE” classifications by metric is shown in Figure 4.7. 
 
Figure 4.7: Ground-Truth HBSI Metrics Classified as "NONE" by Kinect 
 
It is shown that 64 of the “NONE” classifications are attributed to the Kinect refresh 
rate error because this occurs only during FTDs and DIs. There were, however, three 
“NONE” classifications for SPS and one for CI and FTP. Reviewing the Kinect data for 
these four interactions revealed that the Kinect either did not track the user throughout the 
entire transaction or not at all, so it did not track the resulting AOptix state. The SPS, CI, 
and FTP “NONE” classifications were not a results of the refresh error. 
Figure 4.8 shows the percentage of accurate classifications given by the Kinect 












HBSI Metrics Classified as "NONE" by Kinect












Kinect Classifications Compared to Ground Truth






The results, which include “NONE” classifications, show that 62.90% of the 
classifications given from the Kinect were accurate, and 37.10% were not. Figure 4.8 
represents the accuracy of the system including the times that it did not find an error at all 
due to synchronization issues. Figure 4.9 shows the accuracy of classifications broken 
down by HBSI metric. 
 
Figure 4.9: HBSI Classification Accuracy against Ground-Truth by Metric 
 
If these “NONE” classifications (failures to detect a ground-truthed AOptix state 
change) are removed from the pool, the accuracy increases. Removing the “NONE” 
classifications would represent the accuracy of the system if the Kinect refresh rate were 


















Kinect Classifications Compared to Ground Truth by Metric





Section 4.3 describes the accuracy of the classifications with the “NONE” Kinect 
classifications removed. 
 
4.3 Accuracy with “NONE” Classification Removed 
Figure 4.10 shows the overall accuracy of the classifications with the “NONE” 
classifications removed. 
 
Figure 4.10: Overall Accuracy with "NONE" Removed 
 
Figure 4.10 shows that when the Kinect does notice the state change it is 85.70% 
accurate at classifying the metric correctly. If the refresh rate of the Kinect were 






Kinect Classifications Compared to Ground Truth





representative of the accuracy of determining errors. The accuracy is broken down by 
metric in Figure 4.11. 
 
Figure 4.11: Kinect Classifications Compared to Ground-Truth by Metric (without 
"NONE") 
 
From these results, it is apparent that the Kinect is more accurate when it does assign 
a classification. Looking at the results from Figure 4.9 compared to these results, the FTD 
classification went from being the second worse it terms of accuracy to the most accurate 
when not including “NONE” with a 91.20% accuracy rating. The DI classification also 
became more accurate with a 79.2% accuracy rating. FI remained unchanged between the 


















Kinect Classifications Compared to Ground Truth by Metric





4.4 Accuracy by Metric 
The following sections describe each classification by metric. Analysis showed that 
certain an interaction ended only on certain metrics, while others took place during the 
interaction. A metric that describes the end result of the interaction was labeled as a 
“resulting” metric, while a metric that took place during the interaction was labeled as a 
“process” metric. An FTP, SPS, CI, and FI were all result metrics, meaning once these 
occurred, the interaction was complete. Result metrics can only occur once for each 
interaction. The DI and FTD metrics were process metrics and can occur multiple times 
within each interaction. Result metrics describe the interaction as a whole while the 
process metrics give more information as to what was actually happening during the 
interaction. Each metric section shows the accuracy of the Kinect’s ability to correctly 
classify it, as well as the accuracy without the “NONE” classification. 





4.5 Concealed Interaction 
 
Figure 4.12: Kinect Classification Accuracy for CI 
 
The accuracy of the Kinect classifications for CI for 50% accurate. There were, 
however, only four occurrences of a CI throughout the entire study, so more would be 
needed for an accurate analysis. One of the four was classified as “NONE” by the Kinect, 
but this was due to the Kinect not tracking the subject throughout the entire transaction 





Kinect Classification Accuracy for CI





4.6 Failure to Process 
 
Figure 4.13: Kinect Classification Accuracy for FTP 
 
Figure 4.13 shows that two of the 10 occurrences of the FTP metrics were 
classified incorrectly. FTP is a result metric so it occur once in an interaction and was not 
susceptible to the refresh error. Similar to CI, the “NONE” classification occurred once 






Kinect Classification Accuracy for FTP





4.7 False Interaction 
 
Figure 4.14: Kinect Classification Accuracy for FI 
 
Figure 4.14 shows the accuracy of the Kinect classifications for FI. Four of the 21 
were classified incorrectly by the Kinect. This was due to either failure of the Kinect to 
accurately measure the subject, or that the parameters for a correct presentation were set 
too strictly. There were no “NONE” classifications for FI. FI is also a result metric and 






Kinect Classification Accuracy for FI





4.8 Successfully Processed Sample 
 
Figure 4.15: Kinect Classification Accuracy for SPS 
 
Figure 4.15 shows the accuracy of the SPS classifications. Three of the 67 
occurrences of SPS were classified as “NONE” due to Kinect tracking failure. SPS is as 
result metrics so it only occurred once at the end of the interaction and was not 
susceptible to the refresh error. 
4.9 Defective Interaction 
Defective interactions occurred when there was an incorrect presentation and the 
AOptix state changed to either [3](ready), [6](retry), [23](open eyes wide), or 






Kinect Classification Accuracy for SPS





device, making it a process metric. Figure 4.16 shows the accuracy of the Kinect 
classifications compared to the ground-truth for this metric. 
 







Kinect Classification Accuracy for DI






Figure 4.17: Kinect Classification Accuracy for DI without "NONE" Classification 
 
Figure 4.17 shows the accuracy of the Kinect classifications with the “NONE” 
classification removed. This is more representative of the accuracy if the refresh error 
were fixed in some way. DIs and FTDs are mirrored in the process in which they are 
classified. The only difference being that a DI relies on an incorrect presentation while an 
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4.10 Failure to Detect 
 






Kinect Classification Accuracy for FTD






Figure 4.19: Kinect Classification Accuracy for FTD without "NONE" Classification 
 
As stated previously, an FTD is also a process metric. Figure 4.18 shows the 
accuracy of the Kinect with the “NONE” classification included, while Figure 4.19 shows 
without. If the refresh error was not present, the Kinect would be very accurate at 
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
5.1 Conclusions 
The results of the work showed that the Kinect can be used to accurately determine 
HBSI errors. The refresh rate of the Kinect and the program were not high enough to 
notice all state changes from the AOptix device, which resulted in some ground-truthed 
HBSI classifications going unnoticed and classified as “NONE”. Placing the Kinect 
inside of the FIS booth sacrificed the ability to track the lower body of the subject, but the 
gain of accuracy of the upper body was a good trade-off. A method of automatically 
determining HBSI errors in real-time was developed, which will reduce the amount of 
time required to analyze biometric interaction for these metrics. Using the data calculated, 
there is a better understanding of what is happening during an interaction that can be used 
to provide feedback to users in the future. 
5.2 Future Work 
During this research, a number of additional questions were raised. The following 
would be useful for others to investigate. 
1. The Kinect refresh rate and synchronization with the AOptix state change 
will need to be investigated further. Finding a way to fix this error would 
allow the program to produce results similar to those in 4.3. 
2. The program that was developed should be implemented in operational 
testing to determine its accuracy in an actual setting. 





3. Using the data from the Kinect, a feedback system should be implemented to 
display to both the subject and the test administrator how to fix any errors 
occurring in real-time. Doing so would increase would theoretically increase 
the throughput of the process. Three to four groups would be needed to test 
this theory: one group with no feedback, one group with feedback to the 
subject, one group with feedback to the test administrator, and one group 
with feedback to both the subject and the test administrator. 
4. If feedback were introduced, iris sample quality could also be studied to 
determine if better feedback produces better performance. 
5. The Kinect also supports gesture recognition. Using the gesture library, one 
could possibly use the Kinect to measure 10-print interactions as well. 
6. While luggage combinations were used to better simulate an immigration 
setting, the effect they had on a subject’s posture and performance was not 
analyzed. Using the Kinect data and the luggage type, system effectiveness 
should be tested. 
7. Adjusting thresholds that the Kinect uses to determine a good or bad 
presentation will also affect the accuracy (i.e. changing the allowable 
shoulder angle to 20° instead of 10°), depending on the scenario chosen for 
collection. If real-time feedback is in place, it is recommended to make the 
thresholds as strict as possible so that the user can be instructed to present 
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APPENDIX A: HBSI METRIC CLASSIFICATION RESULTS 
Table A.1: Groundth Truth and Kinect HBSI Classifications 
Subject Ground-Truthed Metric Kinect Metric Correct Classification 
001 FI FI Y 
002 SPS SPS Y 
003 FI FI Y 
004 FI FI Y 
005 SPS SPS Y 
006 FI FI Y 
007 FTP FTP Y 
007 SPS FI N 
008 FI FI Y 
009 SPS SPS Y 
010 SPS SPS Y 
011 FTD FTD Y 
011 FTP FTP Y 
012 SPS FI N 
013 FI SPS N 
014 FTD FTD Y 
014 SPS SPS Y 
015 SPS SPS Y 
016 SPS SPS Y 
017 FI FI Y 
018 SPS SPS Y 
019 SPS SPS Y 
020 SPS SPS Y 
021 FTD FTD Y 
021 FTD FTD Y 
021 FTD FTD Y 
021 FTD FTD Y 
021 FTD FTD Y 
021 FTD FTD Y 
021 FTD FTD Y 







021 FTD NONE N 
021 FTD NONE N 
021 FTD NONE N 
021 FTD NONE N 
021 FTD NONE N 
021 FTD NONE N 
021 FTD NONE N 
021 FTD NONE N 
021 FTD NONE N 
021 FTD NONE N 
021 FTD NONE N 
021 SPS SPS Y 
022 SPS SPS Y 
023 SPS SPS Y 
024 SPS SPS Y 
025 SPS SPS Y 
026 SPS SPS Y 
027 FTP FTP Y 
028 FTD FTD Y 
028 FTD FTD Y 
028 FTD NONE N 
028 FTD NONE N 
028 FTD NONE N 
028 SPS SPS Y 
029 FTD NONE N 
029 SPS SPS Y 
030 SPS NONE N 
031 FI FI Y 
032 DI DI Y 
032 DI DI Y 
032 DI DI Y 
032 DI DI Y 
032 DI DI Y 
032 DI DI Y 
032 DI DI Y 
032 DI DI Y 
032 DI DI Y 
032 DI DI Y 
032 DI DI Y 
032 DI DI Y 
032 DI DI Y 







032 DI NONE N 
032 DI NONE N 
032 DI NONE N 
032 DI NONE N 
032 DI NONE N 
032 DI NONE N 
032 DI NONE N 
032 DI FTD N 
032 DI FTD N 
032 DI FTD N 
032 DI FTD N 
032 CI NONE N 
032 CI FTP N 
033 FI SPS N 
034 SPS FI N 
035 SPS SPS Y 
036 SPS FI N 
037 SPS SPS Y 
038 FTD DI N 
038 FTD NONE N 
038 SPS SPS Y 
039 SPS FI N 
040 SPS SPS Y 
041 FTD FTD Y 
041 FTD NONE N 
041 SPS SPS Y 
042 SPS SPS Y 
043 SPS SPS Y 
044 FI FI Y 
045 FTP FTP Y 
046 SPS SPS Y 
047 SPS FI N 
048 FTD FTD Y 
048 FTD NONE N 
048 SPS SPS Y 
049 FTD FTD Y 
049 SPS SPS Y 
050 SPS SPS Y 
051 FTD FTD Y 
051 FTD FTD Y 
051 FTD FTD Y 







051 FTD NONE N 
051 FTD NONE N 
051 FTD NONE N 
051 FTD NONE N 
051 FTD NONE N 
051 SPS SPS Y 
052 SPS SPS Y 
053 DI DI Y 
053 DI DI Y 
053 DI DI Y 
053 DI DI Y 
053 FI FI Y 
054 SPS SPS Y 
055 SPS SPS Y 
056 FI FI Y 
057 FI FI Y 
058 SPS SPS Y 
059 FTD NONE N 
059 SPS NONE N 
060 FTD FTD Y 
060 FTD FTD Y 
060 FTD FTD Y 
060 SPS SPS Y 
061 FTD FTD N 
061 FTD NONE N 
061 FTP CI N 
062 FI FI Y 
063 FTD NONE N 
063 SPS SPS Y 
064 SPS SPS Y 
065 FI SPS N 
066 FTD FTD Y 
066 FTD FTD Y 
066 FTD FTD Y 
066 FTD FTD Y 
066 SPS SPS Y 
067 DI NONE N 
067 FI FI Y 
068 DI NONE N 
068 FI FI Y 
069 SPS FI N 







070 FTD FTD Y 
070 SPS SPS Y 
071 CI CI Y 
072 SPS SPS Y 
073 FTD FTD Y 
073 SPS SPS Y 
074 FTD DI N 
074 FTD DI N 
074 FTD DI N 
074 FTD DI N 
074 FTD DI N 
074 FTD NONE N 
074 FTD NONE N 
074 FTD NONE N 
074 FTD NONE N 
074 FTD NONE N 
074 FTD NONE N 
074 FTD NONE N 
074 FTD NONE N 
074 FTD FTD Y 
074 SPS SPS Y 
075 FTD FTD Y 
075 FTD FTD Y 
075 FTP FTP Y 
076 FTP CI N 
077 FTD FTD Y 
077 FTD FTD Y 
077 FTD FTD Y 
077 FTD FTD Y 
077 FTD FTD Y 
077 FTD FTD Y 
077 FTD NONE N 
077 FTD NONE N 
077 SPS SPS Y 
078 SPS NONE N 
079 FTD NONE N 
079 FTP FTP Y 
080 DI DI Y 
080 DI DI Y 
080 FI FI Y 
081 FTD FTD Y 







081 FTD FTD Y 
081 FTD FTD Y 
081 FTD FTD Y 
081 FTD NONE N 
081 FTP FTP Y 
082 DI FTD N 
082 DI NONE N 
082 FI SPS N 
083 FI FI Y 
084 FTD FTD Y 
084 FTD FTD Y 
084 FTD FTD Y 
084 FTD FTD Y 
084 FTD FTD Y 
084 FTD NONE N 
084 FTD NONE N 
084 SPS SPS Y 
085 SPS SPS Y 
086 CI CI Y 
087 FTD FTD Y 
087 FTD FTD Y 
087 FTD FTD Y 
087 FTD FTD Y 
087 FTD NONE N 
087 FTD NONE N 
087 SPS SPS Y 
088 FTD NONE N 
088 FTD NONE N 
088 SPS FI N 
089 SPS SPS Y 
090 FTD FTD Y 
090 FTD FTD Y 
090 FTD FTD Y 
090 SPS SPS Y 
091 SPS SPS Y 
092 FTD FTD Y 
092 FTD FTD Y 
092 FTD NONE N 
092 SPS SPS Y 
093 SPS FI N 
094 FTD NONE N 







095 FTD FTD Y 
095 FTD FTD Y 
095 FTD NONE N 
095 FTP FTP Y 
096 SPS SPS Y 
097 DI NONE N 
097 DI NONE N 
097 FI FI Y 
098 FTD FTD Y 
098 FTD FTD Y 
098 FTD FTD Y 
098 FTD FTD Y 
098 FTD NONE N 
098 FTD NONE N 
098 SPS SPS Y 
099 FTD NONE N 
099 SPS SPS Y 








APPENDIX B: MAIN FORM C# CODE 
// Zach Moore 
// Kinect HBSI Automation 


















    public partial class MainWindow : Window 
    { 
        #region Class Level Variables 
        private readonly uint BytesPerPixel = 0; 
        private KinectSensor Sensor = null; 
        private ColorFrameReader ColorFrameReader = null; 
        private MultiSourceFrameReader MultiFrameReader = null; 
        private BodyFrameReader BodyFrameReader = null; 
        private CoordinateMapper CoordinateMapper = null; 
        private Body[] Bodies = null; 
        private List<Tuple<JointType, JointType>> Bones; 
        private WriteableBitmap ColorBitmap = null; 
        private byte[] ColorPixels = null; 
        private const double HandSize = 30; 
        private const double JointThickness = 3; 
        private const double ClipBoundsThickness = 10; 
        private const double DrawFaceShapeThickness = 2; 
        private const double DrawTextFontSize = 30; 
        private const double FacePointRadius = 1.0; 
        private const double FaceRotationIncrementInDegrees = 1.0; 
        private const float TextLayoutOffsetX = -0.1f; 
        private const float TextLayoutOffsetY = -0.15f; 
        private const float InferredZPositionClamp = 0.1f; 
        private readonly Brush HandClosedBrush = new 








        private readonly Brush HandOpenBrush = new 
SolidColorBrush(Color.FromArgb(128, 0, 255, 0)); 
        private readonly Brush HandLassoBrush = new 
SolidColorBrush(Color.FromArgb(128, 0, 0, 255)); 
        private readonly Brush TrackedJointBrush = new 
SolidColorBrush(Color.FromArgb(255, 68, 192, 68)); 
        private readonly Brush InferredJointBrush = Brushes.Yellow; 
        private readonly Pen InferredBonePen = new Pen(Brushes.Gray, 1); 
        private DrawingGroup BodyDrawingGroup; 
        private DrawingImage BodyImageSource; 
        private int DisplayWidth; 
        private int DisplayHeight; 
        private int Index; 
        private int BodyCount; 
        private float Slope = 0; 
        private List<Pen> BodyColors; 
        private List<clsBody> LoadedBodies; 
        private List<Brush> FaceBrush; 
        private List<string> BodyValues = new List<string>(); 
        private GridWindow WindowGrid = null; 
        private LimitsWindow WindowLimits = null; 
        private SubjectWindow WindowSubject = null; 
        private ReplayWindow WindowReplay = null; 
        private AoptixWindow WindowAOptix = null; 
        private FeedbackWindow WindowFeedback = null; 
        private HbsiWindow WindowHBSI = null; 
        private SshStream Shell = null; 
        private float ZUCL = 0f; 
        private float ZLCL = 0f; 
        private float XUCL = 0f; 
        private float XLCL = 0f; 
        private float YUCL = 0f; 
        private float YLCL = 0f; 
        private bool UseZ = false; 
        private bool UseY = false; 
        private bool UseX = false; 
        private bool Paused = false; 
        private bool Recording = false; 
        private bool InCapture = true; 
        private bool ChangeReceived = false; 
        private string Subject; 
        private string Visit; 
        private string PreviousState; 
        private string CurrentState; 
        private string State; 
        private FormattedText textFaceNotTracked = new FormattedText( 
                        "No bodies or faces are tracked ...", 
                        CultureInfo.GetCultureInfo("en-us"), 
                        FlowDirection.LeftToRight, 
                        new Typeface("Georgia"), 
                        DrawTextFontSize, 
                        Brushes.White); 
        private Point TextLayoutFaceNotTracked = new Point(10.0, 10.0); 
        private FaceFrameSource[] FaceFrameSources = null; 







        private FaceFrameResult[] FaceFrameResults = null; 
        private Rect FaceDisplayRect;   
        #endregion 
 
        #region Public Constructor 
        public MainWindow() 
        { 
            // Get the sensor. 
            Sensor = KinectSensor.GetDefault(); 
             
            // Set up the body source. 
            FrameDescription frameDescription = 
Sensor.DepthFrameSource.FrameDescription; 
            BodyFrameReader = Sensor.BodyFrameSource.OpenReader(); 
            CoordinateMapper = Sensor.CoordinateMapper; 
            DisplayWidth = 1920; 
            DisplayHeight = 1080; 
            defineBones(); 
            BodyDrawingGroup = new DrawingGroup(); 
            BodyImageSource = new DrawingImage(BodyDrawingGroup); 
            DataContext = this; 
 
            // Set up the color source. 
            FrameDescription colorFrameDescription = 
Sensor.ColorFrameSource.CreateFrameDescription(ColorImageFormat.Bgra); 
            ColorFrameReader = Sensor.ColorFrameSource.OpenReader(); 
            BytesPerPixel = colorFrameDescription.BytesPerPixel; 
            ColorPixels = new byte[colorFrameDescription.Width * 
colorFrameDescription.Height * BytesPerPixel]; 
            ColorBitmap = new WriteableBitmap(colorFrameDescription.Width, 
colorFrameDescription.Height, 96.0, 96.0, PixelFormats.Bgr32, null); 
             
            // Set up the multi frame source. 
            MultiFrameReader = 
Sensor.OpenMultiSourceFrameReader(FrameSourceTypes.Color | FrameSourceTypes.Body); 
            MultiFrameReader.MultiSourceFrameArrived += 
multiFrameReader_MultiSourceFrameArrived; 
 
            // Set the display specifics for face. 
            BodyCount = Sensor.BodyFrameSource.BodyCount; 
            FaceDisplayRect = new Rect(0.0, 0.0, DisplayWidth, DisplayHeight); 
 
            FaceFrameFeatures faceFrameFeatures = 
                FaceFrameFeatures.BoundingBoxInColorSpace 
                | FaceFrameFeatures.PointsInColorSpace 
                | FaceFrameFeatures.RotationOrientation 
                | FaceFrameFeatures.FaceEngagement 
                | FaceFrameFeatures.Glasses 
                | FaceFrameFeatures.Happy 
                | FaceFrameFeatures.LeftEyeClosed 
                | FaceFrameFeatures.RightEyeClosed 
                | FaceFrameFeatures.LookingAway 
                | FaceFrameFeatures.MouthMoved 
                | FaceFrameFeatures.MouthOpen; 
 







            FaceFrameSources = new FaceFrameSource[BodyCount]; 
            FaceFrameReaders = new FaceFrameReader[BodyCount]; 
            for (int i = 0; i < BodyCount; i++) 
            { 
                // create the face frame source with the required face frame 
features and an initial tracking Id of 0 
                FaceFrameSources[i] = new FaceFrameSource(Sensor, 0, 
faceFrameFeatures); 
 
                // open the corresponding reader 
                FaceFrameReaders[i] = FaceFrameSources[i].OpenReader(); 
            } 
 
            // allocate storage to store face frame results for each face in the 
FOV 
            FaceFrameResults = new FaceFrameResult[BodyCount]; 
 
            // populate face result colors - one for each face index 
            FaceBrush = new List<Brush>() 
            { 
                Brushes.White,  
                Brushes.Orange, 
                Brushes.Green, 
                Brushes.Red, 
                Brushes.LightBlue, 
                Brushes.Yellow 
            }; 
 
            // Start the sensor. 
            Sensor.Open(); 
 
            // initialize the components (controls) of the window 
            InitializeComponent(); 
 
            // Initialize joints array. 
            LoadedBodies = new List<clsBody>(); 
 
            // Connect to the Aoptix machine via SSH. 
            try 
            { 
                string host = "10.100.100.10"; 
                string user = "root"; 
                string password = "?ao?fiend"; 
 
                Shell = new SshStream(host, user, password); 
                Shell.Write("cd /var/log"); 
 
                BackgroundWorker worker = new BackgroundWorker(); 
 
                worker.DoWork += new DoWorkEventHandler(delegate(object temp, 
DoWorkEventArgs args) 
                { 
                    getLcdMonitorState(); 
                }); 
 







            } 
            catch 
            { 
                MessageBox.Show("SSH to Aoptix has failed. Please recheck 
connection."); 
            } 
 
            loadValues(); 
 
             
        } 
        #endregion 
 
        #region Private Events 
 
        private void Reader_FaceFrameArrived(object sender, 
FaceFrameArrivedEventArgs e) 
        { 
            using (FaceFrame faceFrame = e.FrameReference.AcquireFrame()) 
            { 
                if (faceFrame != null) 
                { 
                    // get the index of the face source from the face source array 
                    int index = getFaceSourceIndex(faceFrame.FaceFrameSource); 
 
                    // check if this face frame has valid face frame results 
                    if (validateFaceBoxAndPoints(faceFrame.FaceFrameResult)) 
                    { 
                        // store this face frame result to draw later 
                        FaceFrameResults[index] = faceFrame.FaceFrameResult; 
                    } 
                    else 
                    { 
                        // indicates that the latest face frame result from this 
reader is invalid 
                        FaceFrameResults[index] = null; 
                    } 
                } 
            } 
        } 
 
        private void multiFrameReader_MultiSourceFrameArrived(object sender, 
MultiSourceFrameArrivedEventArgs e) 
        { 
            #region Color Frame Processing 
            bool colorFrameProcessed = false; 
 
            // ColorFrame is IDisposable 
            using (ColorFrame colorFrame = 
e.FrameReference.AcquireFrame().ColorFrameReference.AcquireFrame()) 
            { 
                if (colorFrame != null) 
                { 









                    // verify data and write the new color frame data to the 
display bitmap 
                    if ((colorFrameDescription.Width == ColorBitmap.PixelWidth) && 
(colorFrameDescription.Height == ColorBitmap.PixelHeight)) 
                    { 
                        if (colorFrame.RawColorImageFormat == 
ColorImageFormat.Bgra) 
                        { 
                            colorFrame.CopyRawFrameDataToArray(ColorPixels); 
                        } 
                        else 
                        { 
                            colorFrame.CopyConvertedFrameDataToArray(ColorPixels, 
ColorImageFormat.Bgra); 
                        } 
 
                        colorFrameProcessed = true; 
                         
                        if (WindowReplay != null && Index < LoadedBodies.Count) 
                        { 
                            WindowReplay.DrawLoadedBodies(LoadedBodies[Index], 
Index, LoadedBodies.Count); 
 
                            if (Paused == false) 
                            { 
                                Index++; 
                            } 
                        } 
                    } 
                } 
            } 
 
            // we got a frame, render 
            if (colorFrameProcessed) 
            { 
                renderColorPixels(); 
            } 
            #endregion 
 
            #region Body Frame Processing 
            bool dataReceived = false; 
 
            using (BodyFrame bodyFrame = 
e.FrameReference.AcquireFrame().BodyFrameReference.AcquireFrame()) 
            { 
                if (bodyFrame != null) 
                { 
                    if (Bodies == null) 
                    { 
                        Bodies = new Body[bodyFrame.BodyCount]; 
                    } 
 
                    // The first time GetAndRefreshBodyData is called, Kinect will 
allocate each Body in the array. 
                    // As long as those body objects are not disposed and not set 







                    // those body objects will be re-used. 
                    bodyFrame.GetAndRefreshBodyData(Bodies); 
                    dataReceived = true; 
                } 
            } 
 
            if (dataReceived) 
            { 
                using (DrawingContext dc = BodyDrawingGroup.Open()) 
                { 
                     
                    // Draw a transparent background to set the render size 
                    dc.DrawRectangle(Brushes.Transparent, null, new Rect(0.0, 0.0, 
DisplayWidth, DisplayHeight)); 
 
                    int penIndex = 0; 
 
                    foreach (Body body in Bodies) 
                    { 
                        FaceFrameResult face = null; 
                        Pen drawPen = BodyColors[penIndex++]; 
 
                        if (body.IsTracked) 
                        { 
                            #region draw body 
                            drawClippedEdges(body, dc); 
 
                            IReadOnlyDictionary<JointType, Joint> joints = 
body.Joints; 
 
                            // convert the joint points to depth (display) space 
                            Dictionary<JointType, Point> jointPoints = new 
Dictionary<JointType, Point>(); 
 
                            Joint head = body.Joints[JointType.Head]; 
                            bool headIsActive = 
checkWithinControlLimits(head.Position.Z, 3, 0, true); 
 
                            if (!headIsActive) 
                            { 
                                break; ; 
                            } 
 
                            foreach (JointType jointType in joints.Keys) 
                            { 
                                // sometimes the depth(Z) of an inferred joint may 
show as negative 
                                // clamp down to 0.1f to prevent coordinatemapper 
from returning (-Infinity, -Infinity) 
                                CameraSpacePoint position = 
joints[jointType].Position; 
                                if (position.Z < 0) 
                                { 
                                    position.Z = InferredZPositionClamp; 









                                //DepthSpacePoint depthSpacePoint = 
CoordinateMapper.MapCameraPointToDepthSpace(position); 
                                //jointPoints[jointType] = new 
Point(depthSpacePoint.X, depthSpacePoint.Y); 
                                ColorSpacePoint point = 
CoordinateMapper.MapCameraPointToColorSpace(position); 
                                jointPoints[jointType] = new Point(point.X, 
point.Y); 
                            } 
 
                            drawBody(joints, jointPoints, dc, drawPen); 
 
                            //drawHand(body.HandLeftState, 
jointPoints[JointType.HandLeft], dc); 
                            //drawHand(body.HandRightState, 
jointPoints[JointType.HandRight], dc); 
                            #endregion 
 
                            #region draw face 
                            bool drawFaceResult = false; 
 
                            // iterate through each face source 
                            for (int i = 0; i < BodyCount; i++) 
                            { 
                                // check if a valid face is tracked in this face 
source 
                                if (FaceFrameSources[i].IsTrackingIdValid) 
                                { 
                                    face = FaceFrameResults[i]; 
 
                                    // check if we have valid face frame results 
                                    if (face != null) 
                                    { 
                                        // draw face frame results 
                                        drawFaceFrameResults(i, face, dc); 
 
                                        if (!drawFaceResult) 
                                        { 
                                            drawFaceResult = true; 
                                        } 
                                    } 
                                } 
                                else 
                                { 
                                    // check if the corresponding body is tracked  
                                    if (Bodies[i].IsTracked) 
                                    { 
                                        // update the face frame source to track 
this body 
                                        FaceFrameSources[i].TrackingId = 
Bodies[i].TrackingId; 
                                    } 
                                } 








                            if (!drawFaceResult) 
                            { 
                                // if no faces were drawn then this indicates one 
of the following: 
                                // a body was not tracked  
                                // a body was tracked but the corresponding face 
was not tracked 
                                // a body and the corresponding face was tracked 
though the face box or the face points were not valid 
                                dc.DrawText( 
                                    textFaceNotTracked, 
                                    TextLayoutFaceNotTracked); 
                            } 
 
                            //drawingGroup.ClipGeometry = new 
RectangleGeometry(displayRect); 
                            #endregion 
 
                            // Display error. 
                            string error = determineHbsiError(body, face); 
 
                            if (WindowHBSI != null) 
                            { 
                                WindowHBSI.displayHbsiError(error); 
                            } 
 
                            // Record the skeletal data if applicable. 
                            if (Recording) 
                            { 
                                saveBodyValues(body, face, error); 
                            } 
 
                            // Check for errors. 
                            if (WindowFeedback != null) 
                            { 
                                checkForErrors(body, face); 
                            } 
                        } 
                         
                    } 
 
                    // prevent drawing outside of our render area 
                    BodyDrawingGroup.ClipGeometry = new RectangleGeometry(new 
Rect(0.0, 0.0, DisplayWidth, DisplayHeight)); 
                     
                } 
            } 
            #endregion 
        } 
 
        private void MainWindow_Closing(object sender, CancelEventArgs e) 
        { 
            if (ColorFrameReader != null) 
            { 
                // ColorFrameReder is IDisposable 







                ColorFrameReader = null; 
            } 
 
            if (Sensor != null) 
            { 
                Sensor.Close(); 
                Sensor = null; 
            } 
 
            saveValues(); 
        } 
 
        private void btnGrid_Click(object sender, RoutedEventArgs e) 
        { 
            // Initialize the grid window. 
            WindowGrid = new GridWindow(); 
 
            if (WindowGrid != null) 
            { 
                WindowGrid.WindowMain = this; 
                WindowGrid.Show(); 
            } 
        } 
 
        private void btnSubject_Click(object sender, RoutedEventArgs e) 
        { 
            // Initialize the subject window. 
            WindowSubject = new SubjectWindow(); 
 
            if (WindowSubject != null) 
            { 
                WindowSubject.WindowMain = this; 
                WindowSubject.Show(); 
            } 
        } 
 
        private void btnAOptix_Click(object sender, RoutedEventArgs e) 
        { 
            WindowAOptix = new AoptixWindow(); 
 
            if (WindowAOptix != null) 
            { 
                WindowAOptix.WindowMain = this; 
                WindowAOptix.Show(); 
            } 
        } 
 
        private void btnLimits_Click(object sender, RoutedEventArgs e) 
        { 
            // Initialize the limits window. 
            WindowLimits = new LimitsWindow(); 
 
            if (WindowLimits != null) 
            { 
                WindowLimits.WindowMain = this; 







            } 
        } 
 
        private void btnRecord_Click(object sender, RoutedEventArgs e) 
        { 
            Color notRecordingColor = Color.FromArgb(100, 243, 84, 84); 
 
            if (!Recording) 
            { 
                BodyValues.Clear(); 
                btnRecord.Background = Brushes.LawnGreen; 
                Recording = true; 
            } 
            else 
            { 
                btnRecord.Background = Brushes.IndianRed; 
                Recording = false; 
                recordBodyValues(); 
            } 
        } 
 
        private void btnLoad_Click(object sender, RoutedEventArgs e) 
        { 
            StreamReader reader = null; 
            string inputLine = ""; 
 
            try 
            { 
                // File dialog. 
                OpenFileDialog openFile = new OpenFileDialog(); 
                openFile.DefaultExt = ".csv"; 
                openFile.Multiselect = false; 
 
                if (openFile.ShowDialog() == true) 
                { 
                    reader = new StreamReader(openFile.FileName); 
                    inputLine = reader.ReadLine(); 
 
                    while ((inputLine = reader.ReadLine()) != null) 
                    { 
                        string[] split = inputLine.Split(','); 
                        string timestamp = split[0]; 
                        clsBody body = new clsBody(); 
 
                        for (int index = 1; index < split.Length; index = index + 
5) 
                        { 
                            string jointName = split[index]; 
                            string X = split[index + 1]; 
                            string Y = split[index + 2]; 
                            string Z = split[index + 3]; 
                            string trackingState = split[index + 4]; 
                            clsJoint Joint = new clsJoint(timestamp, jointName, X, 
Y, Z, trackingState); 
                            body.Joints.Add(Joint); 








                        LoadedBodies.Add(body); 
                    } 
                } 
            } 
            catch (Exception ex) 
            { 
                MessageBox.Show(ex.Message); 
            } 
            finally 
            { 
                if (reader != null) 
                { 
                    reader.Close(); 
                } 
 
                playbackBodies(); 
            } 
        } 
 
        private void btnFeedback(object sender, RoutedEventArgs e) 
        { 
            WindowFeedback = new FeedbackWindow(); 
 
            if (WindowFeedback != null) 
            { 
                WindowFeedback.WindowMain = this; 
                WindowFeedback.Show(); 
            } 
        } 
 
        private void btnHBSI_Click(object sender, RoutedEventArgs e) 
        { 
            WindowHBSI = new HbsiWindow(); 
 
            if (WindowHBSI != null) 
            { 
                WindowHBSI.WindowMain = this; 
                WindowHBSI.Show(); 
            } 
        } 
 
        private void Window_Loaded(object sender, RoutedEventArgs e) 
        { 
            for (int i = 0; i < BodyCount; i++) 
            { 
                if (FaceFrameReaders[i] != null) 
                { 
                    // wire handler for face frame arrival 
                    FaceFrameReaders[i].FrameArrived += Reader_FaceFrameArrived; 
                } 
            } 
 
            WindowAOptix = new AoptixWindow(); 








            if (WindowAOptix != null) 
            { 
                WindowAOptix.WindowMain = this; 
                WindowAOptix.Show(); 
            } 
 
            if (WindowHBSI != null) 
            { 
                WindowHBSI.WindowMain = this; 
                WindowHBSI.Show(); 
            } 
        } 
        #endregion 
 
        #region Private Methods 
        private void checkForErrors(Body body, FaceFrameResult face) 
        { 
            List<Joint> feedbackJoints = new List<Joint>(); 
 
            // Choose the critical points. 
            Joint shoulderLeft = body.Joints[JointType.ShoulderLeft]; 
            Joint shoulderRight = body.Joints[JointType.ShoulderRight]; 
            Joint shoulderSpine = body.Joints[JointType.SpineShoulder]; 
            feedbackJoints.Add(shoulderLeft); 
            feedbackJoints.Add(shoulderRight); 
            feedbackJoints.Add(shoulderSpine); 
 
            // Face. 
            if (face != null) 
            { 
                int pitch, yaw, roll; 
                extractFaceRotationInDegrees(face.FaceRotationQuaternion, out 
pitch, out yaw, out roll); 
 
                WindowFeedback.DrawFeedback(feedbackJoints, face, pitch, yaw, 
roll); 
            } 
        } 
 
        private bool checkWithinControlLimits(float distance, float ucl, float lcl, 
bool use) 
        { 
            if (!use) 
            { 
                return true; 
            } 
            if (distance > ucl || distance < lcl) 
            { 
                return false; 
            } 
 
            return true; 
        } 
 
        private void defineBones() 







            // a bone defined as a line between two joints 
            Bones = new List<Tuple<JointType, JointType>>(); 
 
            // Torso 
            Bones.Add(new Tuple<JointType, JointType>(JointType.Head, 
JointType.Neck)); 
            Bones.Add(new Tuple<JointType, JointType>(JointType.Neck, 
JointType.SpineShoulder)); 
            Bones.Add(new Tuple<JointType, JointType>(JointType.SpineShoulder, 
JointType.SpineMid)); 
            Bones.Add(new Tuple<JointType, JointType>(JointType.SpineMid, 
JointType.SpineBase)); 
            Bones.Add(new Tuple<JointType, JointType>(JointType.SpineShoulder, 
JointType.ShoulderRight)); 
            Bones.Add(new Tuple<JointType, JointType>(JointType.SpineShoulder, 
JointType.ShoulderLeft)); 
            Bones.Add(new Tuple<JointType, JointType>(JointType.SpineBase, 
JointType.HipRight)); 
            Bones.Add(new Tuple<JointType, JointType>(JointType.SpineBase, 
JointType.HipLeft)); 
 
            // Right Arm 
            Bones.Add(new Tuple<JointType, JointType>(JointType.ShoulderRight, 
JointType.ElbowRight)); 
            Bones.Add(new Tuple<JointType, JointType>(JointType.ElbowRight, 
JointType.WristRight)); 
            Bones.Add(new Tuple<JointType, JointType>(JointType.WristRight, 
JointType.HandRight)); 
            Bones.Add(new Tuple<JointType, JointType>(JointType.HandRight, 
JointType.HandTipRight)); 
            Bones.Add(new Tuple<JointType, JointType>(JointType.WristRight, 
JointType.ThumbRight)); 
 
            // Left Arm 
            Bones.Add(new Tuple<JointType, JointType>(JointType.ShoulderLeft, 
JointType.ElbowLeft)); 
            Bones.Add(new Tuple<JointType, JointType>(JointType.ElbowLeft, 
JointType.WristLeft)); 
            Bones.Add(new Tuple<JointType, JointType>(JointType.WristLeft, 
JointType.HandLeft)); 
            Bones.Add(new Tuple<JointType, JointType>(JointType.HandLeft, 
JointType.HandTipLeft)); 
            Bones.Add(new Tuple<JointType, JointType>(JointType.WristLeft, 
JointType.ThumbLeft)); 
 
            // Right Leg 
            Bones.Add(new Tuple<JointType, JointType>(JointType.HipRight, 
JointType.KneeRight)); 
            Bones.Add(new Tuple<JointType, JointType>(JointType.KneeRight, 
JointType.AnkleRight)); 
            Bones.Add(new Tuple<JointType, JointType>(JointType.AnkleRight, 
JointType.FootRight)); 
 
            // Left Leg 








            Bones.Add(new Tuple<JointType, JointType>(JointType.KneeLeft, 
JointType.AnkleLeft)); 
            Bones.Add(new Tuple<JointType, JointType>(JointType.AnkleLeft, 
JointType.FootLeft)); 
 
            // populate body colors, one for each BodyIndex 
            BodyColors = new List<Pen>(); 
 
            BodyColors.Add(new Pen(Brushes.Red, 6)); 
            BodyColors.Add(new Pen(Brushes.Orange, 6)); 
            BodyColors.Add(new Pen(Brushes.Green, 6)); 
            BodyColors.Add(new Pen(Brushes.Blue, 6)); 
            BodyColors.Add(new Pen(Brushes.Indigo, 6)); 
            BodyColors.Add(new Pen(Brushes.Violet, 6)); 
        } 
 
        private string determineHbsiError(Body body, FaceFrameResult face) 
        { 
            string error = "--"; 
            int pitch, yaw, roll;           
  
            Joint shoulderLeft = new Joint(); 
            Joint shoulderRight = new Joint(); 
            Joint head = new Joint(); 
            shoulderLeft = body.Joints[JointType.ShoulderLeft]; 
            shoulderRight = body.Joints[JointType.ShoulderRight]; 
            head = body.Joints[JointType.Head]; 
 
            float slope = (shoulderLeft.Position.Z - shoulderRight.Position.Z) / 
(shoulderLeft.Position.X - shoulderRight.Position.X); 
            Slope = slope; 
            InCapture = true; 
            bool jointIsWithinZ = checkWithinControlLimits(head.Position.Z, ZUCL, 
ZLCL, UseZ); 
            bool jointIsWithinX = checkWithinControlLimits(head.Position.X, XUCL, 
XLCL, UseX); 
            bool correctPresentation = true; 
 
            // If there is no face tracked in this frame, return because it cannot 
accurately determine the error. 
            if (face == null) 
            { 
                return error; 
            } 
 
            // Get the pitch, yaw, and roll of the face. 
            extractFaceRotationInDegrees(face.FaceRotationQuaternion, out pitch, 
out yaw, out roll); 
 
            #region determine correct or incorrect presentation 
            // Check pitch. 
            if (pitch < -15 || pitch > 15) 
            { 
                correctPresentation = false; 








            // Check yaw. 
            else if (yaw < -25 || yaw > 15) 
            { 
                correctPresentation = false; 
            } 
 
            // Check roll. 
            else if (roll < -10 || roll > 10) 
            { 
                correctPresentation = false; 
            } 
 
            // Check shoulders. 
            else if (slope < -.2 || slope > .2) 
            { 
                correctPresentation = false; 
            } 
 
            // Check capture space. 
            else if (!jointIsWithinX || !jointIsWithinZ) 
            { 
                correctPresentation = false; 
                InCapture = false; 
            } 
            #endregion 
 
            #region determine hbsi error 
            if (!ChangeReceived) 
            { 
                ChangeReceived = true; 
 
                if ((PreviousState == States.LookHere || PreviousState == 
States.LookHereAlt) && (State != States.LookHere && State != States.LookHereAlt)) 
                { 
                    // FTD. 
                    if ((State == States.EnterReady || State == 
States.OpenEyesWide || State == States.RemoveGlasses || State == States.Retry) && 
correctPresentation) 
                    { 
                        error = "FTD"; 
                    } 
 
                    // DI. 
                    else if ((State == States.EnterReady || State == 
States.OpenEyesWide || State == States.RemoveGlasses || State == States.Retry) 
&& !correctPresentation) 
                    { 
                        error = "DI"; 
                    } 
 
                    // FTP. 
                    else if ((State == States.FailedToAcquire || State == 
States.Error || State == States.SystemError) && correctPresentation) 
                    { 
                        error = "FTP"; 








                    // CI. 
                    else if ((State == States.FailedToAcquire || State == 
States.Error || State == States.SystemError) && !correctPresentation) 
                    { 
                        error = "CI"; 
                    } 
 
                    // SPS. 
                    else if (State == States.CaptureCompleted && 
correctPresentation) 
                    { 
                        error = "SPS"; 
                    } 
 
                    // FI. 
                    else if (State == States.CaptureCompleted 
&& !correctPresentation) 
                    { 
                        error = "FI"; 
                    } 
                } 
                 
            } 
            #endregion 
 
            return error; 
        } 
 
        private string determineCIFTP(string error) 
        { 




            bool faceFound = false; 
            bool leftFound = false; 
            bool rightFound = false; 
 
            foreach (string file in files) 
            { 
                string modality = 
Path.GetFileNameWithoutExtension(file).Split('_')[2]; 
 
                if (modality == "face") 
                { 
                    faceFound = true; 
                } 
                else if (modality == "Left") 
                { 
                    leftFound = true; 
                } 
                else if (modality == "Right") 
                { 
                    rightFound = true; 







            } 
 
            if (!faceFound || !leftFound || !rightFound) 
            { 
                if (error == "SPS") 
                { 
                    error = "FTP"; 
                } 
                else if (error == "FI") 
                { 
                    error = "CI"; 
                } 
            } 
             
            foreach (string file in files) 
            { 
                string subjectDirectory = Path.Combine(@"Z:\", Subject); 
                File.Move(file, Path.Combine(subjectDirectory, 
Path.GetFileName(file))); 
            } 
            return error;    
        } 
 
        private void drawBody(IReadOnlyDictionary<JointType, Joint> joints, 
IDictionary<JointType, Point> jointPoints, DrawingContext drawingContext, Pen 
drawingPen) 
        { 
            Pen inBoundPen = new Pen(Brushes.Green, 2); 
            Pen outOfBoundPen = new Pen(Brushes.Red, 2); 
            Brush jointBrush = Brushes.Yellow; 
            Brush drawBrush = null; 
 
            // Draw the bones 
            foreach (var bone in Bones) 
            { 
                drawBone(joints, jointPoints, bone.Item1, bone.Item2, 
drawingContext, drawingPen); 
            } 
 
            // Draw the joints 
            foreach (JointType jointType in joints.Keys) 
            { 
                // Don't draw lower body (debug). 
                if (jointType.ToString() == "HipLeft" || 
                    jointType.ToString() == "KneeLeft" || 
                    jointType.ToString() == "AnkleLeft" || 
                    jointType.ToString() == "HipRight" || 
                    jointType.ToString() == "KneeRight" || 
                    jointType.ToString() == "AnkleRight" || 
                    jointType.ToString() == "FootLeft" || 
                    jointType.ToString() == "FootRight") 
                { 
                    continue; 
                } 
 







                Joint joint = joints[jointType]; 
 
                bool jointIsActive = checkWithinControlLimits(joint.Position.Z, 3, 
0, true); 
 
                if (!jointIsActive) 
                { 
                    return; 
                } 
 
                // Check whether or not the joint is within the specified control 
limits. 
                bool jointIsWithinZ = checkWithinControlLimits(joint.Position.Z, 
ZUCL, ZLCL, UseZ); 
                bool jointIsWithinX = checkWithinControlLimits(joint.Position.X, 
XUCL, XLCL, UseX); 
 
                // Get the tracking state of the joint. 
                TrackingState trackingState = joint.TrackingState; 
                if (jointType == JointType.Head) 
                { 
                    JointOrientation orientation = new JointOrientation(); 
                    orientation.JointType = jointType; 
                } 
 
                // If the joint is within all limits, draw it with the "in bound" 
pen. 
                if (jointIsWithinX && jointIsWithinZ) 
                { 
                    jointBrush = inBoundPen.Brush; 
                } 
 
                // If joint is out of any of the limits, draw it with the "out of 
bound" pen. 
                else 
                { 
                    jointBrush = outOfBoundPen.Brush; 
                } 
 
                // If the joint is tracked, use the "tracked joint" brush. 
                if (trackingState == TrackingState.Tracked) 
                { 
                    drawBrush = TrackedJointBrush; 
 
                    // Draw the position of the head in the grid, if the grid 
window is shown. 
                    if (jointType == JointType.Head && WindowGrid != null) 
                    { 
                        WindowGrid.DrawDiagram(joint, jointBrush); 
                    } 
                } 
 
                // If the joint is inferred, use the "inferred joint" brush. 
                else if (trackingState == TrackingState.Inferred) 
                { 







                } 
 
                // Finally, draw the joint. 
                if (drawBrush != null) 
                { 
                    drawingContext.DrawEllipse(jointBrush, null, 
jointPoints[jointType], JointThickness, JointThickness); 
                } 
            } 
        } 
 
        private void drawBone(IReadOnlyDictionary<JointType, Joint> joints, 
IDictionary<JointType, Point> jointPoints, JointType jointType0, JointType 
jointType1, DrawingContext drawingContext, Pen drawingPen) 
        { 
            Joint joint0 = joints[jointType0]; 
            Joint joint1 = joints[jointType1]; 
 
            // Don't draw lower body (debug). 
            if ((joint0.JointType.ToString() == "HipLeft" || 
                joint0.JointType.ToString() == "KneeLeft" || 
                joint0.JointType.ToString() == "AnkleLeft" || 
                joint0.JointType.ToString() == "HipRight" || 
                joint0.JointType.ToString() == "KneeRight" || 
                joint0.JointType.ToString() == "AnkleRight" || 
                joint0.JointType.ToString() == "FootLeft" || 
                joint0.JointType.ToString() == "FootRight") || 
                (joint1.JointType.ToString() == "HipLeft" || 
                joint1.JointType.ToString() == "KneeLeft" || 
                joint1.JointType.ToString() == "AnkleLeft" || 
                joint1.JointType.ToString() == "HipRight" || 
                joint1.JointType.ToString() == "KneeRight" || 
                joint1.JointType.ToString() == "AnkleRight" || 
                joint1.JointType.ToString() == "FootLeft" || 
                joint1.JointType.ToString() == "FootRight")) 
            { 
                return; 
            } 
 
            //// Only draw the bones that are in control. 
            //bool joint0IsWithinZ = checkWithinControlLimits(joint0.Position.Z, 
ZUCL, ZLCL, UseZ); 
            //bool joint0IsWithinX = checkWithinControlLimits(joint0.Position.X, 
XUCL, XLCL, UseX); 
            //bool joint1IsWithinZ = checkWithinControlLimits(joint1.Position.Z, 
ZUCL, ZLCL, UseZ); 
            //bool joint1IsWithinX = checkWithinControlLimits(joint1.Position.X, 
XUCL, XLCL, UseX); 
 
            ////if ((!joint0IsWithinZ || !joint0IsWithinX) || (!joint1IsWithinZ 
|| !joint1IsWithinX)) 
            ////{ 
            ////    return; 








            bool joint0IsActive = checkWithinControlLimits(joint0.Position.Z, 3, 0, 
true); 
            bool joint1IsActive = checkWithinControlLimits(joint1.Position.Z, 3, 0, 
true); 
            if (!joint0IsActive || !joint1IsActive) 
            { 
                return; 
            } 
 
            // If we can't find either of these joints, exit 
            if (joint0.TrackingState == TrackingState.NotTracked || 
                joint1.TrackingState == TrackingState.NotTracked) 
            { 
                return; 
            } 
 
            // We assume all drawn bones are inferred unless BOTH joints are 
tracked 
            Pen drawPen = InferredBonePen; 
            if ((joint0.TrackingState == TrackingState.Tracked) && 
(joint1.TrackingState == TrackingState.Tracked)) 
            { 
                drawPen = drawingPen; 
            } 
 
            drawingContext.DrawLine(drawPen, jointPoints[jointType0], 
jointPoints[jointType1]); 
        } 
 
        private void drawHand(HandState handState, Point handPosition, 
DrawingContext drawingContext) 
        { 
            switch (handState) 
            { 
                case HandState.Closed: 
                    drawingContext.DrawEllipse(HandClosedBrush, null, handPosition, 
HandSize, HandSize); 
                    break; 
 
                case HandState.Open: 
                    drawingContext.DrawEllipse(HandOpenBrush, null, handPosition, 
HandSize, HandSize); 
                    break; 
 
                case HandState.Lasso: 
                    drawingContext.DrawEllipse(HandLassoBrush, null, handPosition, 
HandSize, HandSize); 
                    break; 
            } 
        } 
 
        private void drawClippedEdges(Body body, DrawingContext drawingContext) 
        { 
            FrameEdges clippedEdges = body.ClippedEdges; 
 







            { 
                drawingContext.DrawRectangle( 
                    Brushes.Red, 
                    null, 
                    new Rect(0, DisplayHeight - ClipBoundsThickness, DisplayWidth, 
ClipBoundsThickness)); 
            } 
 
            if (clippedEdges.HasFlag(FrameEdges.Top)) 
            { 
                drawingContext.DrawRectangle( 
                    Brushes.Red, 
                    null, 
                    new Rect(0, 0, DisplayWidth, ClipBoundsThickness)); 
            } 
 
            if (clippedEdges.HasFlag(FrameEdges.Left)) 
            { 
                drawingContext.DrawRectangle( 
                    Brushes.Red, 
                    null, 
                    new Rect(0, 0, ClipBoundsThickness, DisplayHeight)); 
            } 
 
            if (clippedEdges.HasFlag(FrameEdges.Right)) 
            { 
                drawingContext.DrawRectangle( 
                    Brushes.Red, 
                    null, 
                    new Rect(DisplayWidth - ClipBoundsThickness, 0, 
ClipBoundsThickness, DisplayHeight)); 
            } 
        } 
 
        private void drawFaceFrameResults(int faceIndex, FaceFrameResult 
faceResult, DrawingContext drawingContext) 
        { 
            // choose the brush based on the face index 
            Brush drawingBrush = FaceBrush[0]; 
            if (faceIndex < BodyCount) 
            { 
                drawingBrush = FaceBrush[faceIndex]; 
            } 
 
            Pen drawingPen = new Pen(drawingBrush, DrawFaceShapeThickness); 
 
            // draw the face bounding box 
            var faceBoxSource = faceResult.FaceBoundingBoxInColorSpace; 
            Rect faceBox = new Rect(faceBoxSource.Left, faceBoxSource.Top, 
faceBoxSource.Right - faceBoxSource.Left, faceBoxSource.Bottom - 
faceBoxSource.Top); 
            drawingContext.DrawRectangle(null, drawingPen, faceBox); 
 
            if (faceResult.FacePointsInColorSpace != null) 
            { 







                foreach (PointF pointF in faceResult.FacePointsInColorSpace.Values) 
                { 
                    drawingContext.DrawEllipse(null, drawingPen, new 
Point(pointF.X, pointF.Y), FacePointRadius, FacePointRadius); 
                } 
            } 
 
            string faceText = string.Empty; 
 
            // extract each face property information and store it in faceText 
            if (faceResult.FaceProperties != null) 
            { 
                foreach (var item in faceResult.FaceProperties) 
                { 
                    faceText += item.Key.ToString() + " : "; 
 
                    // consider a "maybe" as a "no" to restrict  
                    // the detection result refresh rate 
                    if (item.Value == DetectionResult.Maybe) 
                    { 
                        faceText += DetectionResult.No + "\n"; 
                    } 
                    else 
                    { 
                        faceText += item.Value.ToString() + "\n"; 
                    } 
                } 
            } 
 
            // extract face rotation in degrees as Euler angles 
            if (faceResult.FaceRotationQuaternion != null) 
            { 
                int pitch, yaw, roll; 
                extractFaceRotationInDegrees(faceResult.FaceRotationQuaternion, 
out pitch, out yaw, out roll); 
                faceText += "FaceYaw : " + yaw + "\n" + 
                            "FacePitch : " + pitch + "\n" + 
                            "FacenRoll : " + roll + "\n"; 
            } 
 
            // render the face property and face rotation information 
            Point faceTextLayout; 
            if (getFaceTextPositionInColorSpace(faceIndex, out faceTextLayout)) 
            { 
                //drawingContext.DrawText( 
                //        new FormattedText( 
                //            faceText, 
                //            CultureInfo.GetCultureInfo("en-us"), 
                //            FlowDirection.LeftToRight, 
                //            new Typeface("Georgia"), 
                //            DrawTextFontSize, 
                //            drawingBrush), 
                //        faceTextLayout); 
            } 








        private static void extractFaceRotationInDegrees(Vector4 rotQuaternion, 
out int pitch, out int yaw, out int roll) 
        { 
            double x = rotQuaternion.X; 
            double y = rotQuaternion.Y; 
            double z = rotQuaternion.Z; 
            double w = rotQuaternion.W; 
 
            // convert face rotation quaternion to Euler angles in degrees 
            double yawD, pitchD, rollD; 
            pitchD = Math.Atan2(2 * ((y * z) + (w * x)), (w * w) - (x * x) - (y * 
y) + (z * z)) / Math.PI * 180.0; 
            yawD = Math.Asin(2 * ((w * y) - (x * z))) / Math.PI * 180.0; 
            rollD = Math.Atan2(2 * ((x * y) + (w * z)), (w * w) + (x * x) - (y * y) 
- (z * z)) / Math.PI * 180.0; 
 
            // clamp the values to a multiple of the specified increment to 
control the refresh rate 
            double increment = FaceRotationIncrementInDegrees; 
            pitch = (int)(Math.Floor((pitchD + ((increment / 2.0) * (pitchD > 0 ? 
1.0 : -1.0))) / increment) * increment); 
            yaw = (int)(Math.Floor((yawD + ((increment / 2.0) * (yawD > 0 ? 1.0 : 
-1.0))) / increment) * increment); 
            roll = (int)(Math.Floor((rollD + ((increment / 2.0) * (rollD > 0 ? 
1.0 : -1.0))) / increment) * increment); 
        } 
 
        private int getFaceSourceIndex(FaceFrameSource faceFrameSource) 
        { 
            int index = -1; 
 
            for (int i = 0; i < BodyCount; i++) 
            { 
                if (FaceFrameSources[i] == faceFrameSource) 
                { 
                    index = i; 
                    break; 
                } 
            } 
 
            return index; 
        } 
 
        private bool getFaceTextPositionInColorSpace(int faceIndex, out Point 
faceTextLayout) 
        { 
            faceTextLayout = new Point(); 
            bool isLayoutValid = false; 
 
            Body body = Bodies[faceIndex]; 
            if (body.IsTracked) 
            { 
                var headJoint = body.Joints[JointType.Head].Position; 
 
                CameraSpacePoint textPoint = new CameraSpacePoint() 







                    X = headJoint.X + TextLayoutOffsetX, 
                    Y = headJoint.Y + TextLayoutOffsetY, 
                    Z = headJoint.Z 
                }; 
 
                ColorSpacePoint textPointInColor = 
CoordinateMapper.MapCameraPointToColorSpace(textPoint); 
 
                faceTextLayout.X = textPointInColor.X; 
                faceTextLayout.Y = textPointInColor.Y; 
                isLayoutValid = true; 
            } 
 
            return isLayoutValid; 
        } 
 
        private void getLcdMonitorState() 
        { 
            if (Shell != null) 
            { 
                Shell.Write("tail -f lcd_monitor.log"); 
                StreamReader reader = new StreamReader(Shell); 
                string inputLine = null; 
                string[] separator = new string[] { "->" }; 
 
                while (true) 
                { 
                    try 
                    { 
                        while ((inputLine = reader.ReadLine()) != null) 
                        { 
                            string stateLine = 
inputLine.Substring(inputLine.Length - 11, 11); 
                            string[] splitLine = stateLine.Split(separator, 
StringSplitOptions.None); 
                            string state = splitLine[1].TrimStart(); 
 
                            // If the AOptix window is up, update the state. 
                            if (WindowAOptix != null) 
                            { 
                                // Invoke is required because the AOptix window is 
in another thread. 
                                Dispatcher.Invoke((Action)(() => 
                                { 
                                    if (State != state) 
                                    { 
                                        ChangeReceived = false; 
                                    } 
 
                                    PreviousState = State; 
                                    State = state; 
                                    WindowAOptix.SetState(state); 
                                })); 
                            } 
                        } 







                    catch (Exception ex) 
                    { 
                        // Skip. 
                    } 
                } 
            } 
        } 
 
        private void loadValues() 
        { 
            StreamReader reader = null; 
 
            try 
            { 
                string path = "KinectViewerValues.csv"; 
 
                if (File.Exists(path)) 
                { 
                    reader = new StreamReader(path); 
                    reader.ReadLine(); 
                    string[] values = reader.ReadLine().Split(','); 
 
                    ZUCL = float.Parse(values[0]); 
                    ZLCL = float.Parse(values[1]); 
                    XUCL = float.Parse(values[2]); 
                    XLCL = float.Parse(values[3]); 
                    YUCL = float.Parse(values[4]); 
                    YLCL = float.Parse(values[5]); 
                    UseZ = bool.Parse(values[6]); 
                    UseX = bool.Parse(values[7]); 
                    UseY = bool.Parse(values[8]); 
                } 
            } 
            catch (Exception ex) 
            { 
                MessageBox.Show("An error has occured while trying to load saved 
values: " + ex.Message); 
            } 
            finally 
            { 
                if (reader != null) 
                { 
                    reader.Close(); 
                } 
            } 
        } 
 
        private void playbackBodies() 
        { 
            WindowReplay = new ReplayWindow(); 
            WindowReplay.Show(); 
 
            if (WindowReplay != null) 
            { 
                WindowReplay.WindowMain = this; 







            } 
        } 
 
        private void recordBodyValues() 
        { 
            StreamWriter writer = null; 
            string directory = ""; 
            string path = ""; 
 
            if (Subject == null || Visit == null) 
            { 
                return; 
            } 
 
            directory = Path.Combine(@"Z:\", Subject); 
            path = Path.Combine(directory, "BodyValues.csv"); 
 
            try 
            { 
                string line = ""; 
                bool first = true; 
 
                if (!Directory.Exists(directory)) 
                { 
                    Directory.CreateDirectory(directory); 
                } 
 
                if (!File.Exists(path)) 
                { 
                    writer = new StreamWriter(path); 
 
                    // Columns for joints. 
                    for (int index = 0; index < 25; index++) 
                    { 
                        if (first) 
                        { 
                            line += "Timestamp,AOptix State,HBSI Error,Joint 
Type,X,Y,Z,Tracking State"; 
                            first = false; 
                        } 
                        else 
                        { 
                            line += ",Joint Type,X,Y,Z,Tracking State"; 
                        } 
                    } 
 
                    line = line + ",Happy,Engaged,Glasses,Left Eye Closed,Right 
Eye Closed,Mouth Open,Mouth Moved,Looking Away,Face Yaw,Face Pitch,Face 
Roll,Slope,In Capture Space"; 
                    writer.WriteLine(line); 
                } 
                else 
                { 
                    writer = File.AppendText(path); 








                // Write the joints. 
                line = ""; 
                first = true; 
 
                foreach (string body in BodyValues) 
                { 
                    string[] split = body.Split(','); 
                    string error = split[2]; 
                     
                    if (error != "--") 
                    { 
                        if (error == "FI" || error == "SPS") 
                        { 
                            string newError = determineCIFTP(error); 
 
                            split[2] = newError; 
                        } 
 
                        recordError(concatentateBody(split)); 
                        writer.WriteLine(concatentateBody(split)); 
                        continue; 
                    } 
 
                    writer.WriteLine(body); 
                } 
            } 
            catch 
            { 
                Recording = false; 
                btnRecord.Background = Brushes.IndianRed; 
            } 
            finally 
            { 
                if (writer != null) 
                { 
                    writer.Close(); 
                } 
            } 
        } 
 
        private string concatentateBody(string[] values) 
        { 
            string line = ""; 
 
            for (int index = 0; index < values.Length; index++) 
            { 
                string value = values[index]; 
 
                if (index == 0) 
                { 
                    line = value; 
                } 
                else 
                { 
                    line = line + "," + value; 







            } 
 
            return line; 
        } 
 
        private void recordError(string body) 
        { 
            StreamWriter writer = null; 
            string directory = ""; 
            string path = ""; 
 
            if (Subject == null || Visit == null) 
            { 
                return; 
            } 
 
            directory = Path.Combine(@"Z:\", Subject); 
            path = Path.Combine(directory, "Errors.csv"); 
 
            try 
            { 
                string line = ""; 
                bool first = true; 
 
                if (!Directory.Exists(directory)) 
                { 
                    Directory.CreateDirectory(directory); 
                } 
 
                if (!File.Exists(path)) 
                { 
                    writer = new StreamWriter(path); 
 
                    // Columns for joints. 
                    for (int index = 0; index < 25; index++) 
                    { 
                        if (first) 
                        { 
                            line += "Timestamp,AOptix State,HBSI Error,Joint 
Type,X,Y,Z,Tracking State"; 
                            first = false; 
                        } 
                        else 
                        { 
                            line += ",Joint Type,X,Y,Z,Tracking State"; 
                        } 
                    } 
 
                    line = line + ",Happy,Engaged,Glasses,Left Eye Closed,Right 
Eye Closed,Mouth Open,Mouth Moved,Looking Away,Face Yaw,Face Pitch,Face 
Roll,Slope,In Capture Space"; 
                    writer.WriteLine(line); 
                } 
                else 
                { 







                } 
 
                writer.WriteLine(body); 
            } 
            catch 
            { 
                Recording = false; 
                btnRecord.Background = Brushes.IndianRed; 
            } 
            finally 
            { 
                if (writer != null) 
                { 
                    writer.Close(); 
                } 
            } 
        } 
 
        private void renderColorPixels() 
        { 
            ColorBitmap.WritePixels( 
                new Int32Rect(0, 0, ColorBitmap.PixelWidth, 
ColorBitmap.PixelHeight), 
                ColorPixels, 
                ColorBitmap.PixelWidth * (int)BytesPerPixel, 
                0); 
        } 
 
        private void saveBodyValues(Body body, FaceFrameResult face, string 
hbsiError) 
        { 
            // Write the joints. 
            string line = ""; 
            bool first = true; 
 
            foreach (JointType jointType in body.Joints.Keys) 
            { 
                Joint joint = body.Joints[jointType]; 
 
                if (first) 
                { 
                    line += string.Concat(DateTime.Now.ToString("HH:mm:ss.fff"), 
",", State, ",", hbsiError, ",", joint.JointType.ToString(), ",", joint.Position.X, 
",", joint.Position.Y, ",", joint.Position.Z, ",", joint.TrackingState); 
                    first = false; 
                } 
                else 
                { 
                    line += string.Concat(",", joint.JointType.ToString(), ",", 
joint.Position.X, ",", joint.Position.Y, ",", joint.Position.Z, ",", 
joint.TrackingState); 
                } 
            } 
 
            // Write the face results. 







            { 
                int pitch, yaw, roll; 
                extractFaceRotationInDegrees(face.FaceRotationQuaternion, out 
pitch, out yaw, out roll); 
 
                foreach (var property in face.FaceProperties) 
                { 
                    if (property.Value == DetectionResult.Maybe) 
                    { 
                        line += "," + DetectionResult.No; 
                    } 
                    else 
                    { 
                        line += "," + property.Value.ToString(); 
                    } 
                } 
 
                line = line + "," + pitch + "," + yaw + "," + roll; 
            } 
            else 
            { 
                line = line + ",--,--,--,--,--,--,--,--,--,--,--"; 
            } 
 
            // Write body checks. 
            line = line + "," + Slope + "," + InCapture; 
 
            BodyValues.Add(line); 
        } 
 
        private void saveValues() 
        { 
            StreamWriter writer = null; 
 
            try 
            { 
                writer = new StreamWriter("KinectViewerValues.csv"); 
                writer.WriteLine("Z UCL,ZLCL,X UCL,X LCL,Y UCL,Y LCL,Use Z,Use 
X,Use Y"); 
                writer.WriteLine(string.Concat(ZUCL, ",", ZLCL, ",", XUCL, ",", 
XLCL, ",", YUCL, ",", YLCL, ",", UseZ, ",", UseX, ",", UseY)); 
            } 
            catch (Exception ex) 
            { 
                MessageBox.Show("There was an error saving the values: " + 
ex.Message); 
            } 
            finally 
            { 
                if (writer != null) 
                { 
                    writer.Close(); 
                } 
            } 
        } 







        private bool validateFaceBoxAndPoints(FaceFrameResult faceResult) 
        { 
            bool isFaceValid = faceResult != null; 
 
            if (isFaceValid) 
            { 
                var faceBox = faceResult.FaceBoundingBoxInColorSpace; 
                if (faceBox != null) 
                { 
                    // check if we have a valid rectangle within the bounds of the 
screen space 
                    isFaceValid = (faceBox.Right - faceBox.Left) > 0 && 
                                  (faceBox.Bottom - faceBox.Top) > 0 && 
                                  faceBox.Right <= DisplayWidth && 
                                  faceBox.Bottom <= DisplayHeight; 
 
                    if (isFaceValid) 
                    { 
                        var facePoints = faceResult.FacePointsInColorSpace; 
                        if (facePoints != null) 
                        { 
                            foreach (PointF pointF in facePoints.Values) 
                            { 
                                // check if we have a valid face point within the 
bounds of the screen space 
                                bool isFacePointValid = pointF.X > 0.0f && 
                                                        pointF.Y > 0.0f && 
                                                        pointF.X < DisplayWidth && 
                                                        pointF.Y < DisplayHeight; 
 
                                if (!isFacePointValid) 
                                { 
                                    isFaceValid = false; 
                                    break; 
                                } 
                            } 
                        } 
                    } 
                } 
            } 
 
            return isFaceValid; 
        } 
        #endregion 
 
        #region Public Methods 
        public ImageSource ColorSource 
        { 
            get 
            { 
                return ColorBitmap; 
            } 
        } 
 
        public ImageSource BodySource 







            get 
            { 
                return BodyImageSource; 
            } 
        } 
 
        #region Get/Set Limits 
        public void SetZLimits(float lcl, float ucl, bool use) 
        { 
            ZUCL = ucl; 
            ZLCL = lcl; 
            UseZ = use; 
        } 
 
        public float GetZUCL() 
        { 
            return ZUCL; 
        } 
 
        public float GetZLCL() 
        { 
            return ZLCL; 
        } 
 
        public bool GetUseZ() 
        { 
            return UseZ; 
        } 
 
        public void SetXLimits(float lcl, float ucl, bool use) 
        { 
            XUCL = ucl; 
            XLCL = lcl; 
            UseX = use; 
        } 
 
        public float GetXUCL() 
        { 
            return XUCL; 
        } 
 
        public float GetXLCL() 
        { 
            return XLCL; 
        } 
 
        public bool GetUseX() 
        { 
            return UseX; 
        } 
 
        public void SetYLimits(float lcl, float ucl, bool use) 
        { 
            YUCL = ucl; 
            YLCL = lcl; 







        } 
 
        public float GetYUCL() 
        { 
            return YUCL; 
        } 
 
        public float GetYLCL() 
        { 
            return YLCL; 
        } 
 
        public bool GetUseY() 
        { 
            return UseY; 
        } 
        #endregion 
 
        public void SetSubject(string subject) 
        { 
            Subject = subject; 
        } 
 
        public void SetVisit(string visit) 
        { 
            Visit = visit; 
        } 
 
        public string GetSubject() 
        { 
            return Subject; 
        } 
 
        public string GetVisit() 
        { 
            return Visit; 
        } 
 
        public void SetFrame(int index) 
        { 
            Paused = true; 
            Index = index; 
        } 
 
        public void NextFrame() 
        { 
            Paused = true; 
            Index++; 
        } 
 
        public void PreviousFrame() 
        { 
            Paused = true; 
            Index--; 









        public void Play() 
        { 
            Paused = false; 
        } 
        #endregion         











APPENDIX C: THE USE OF CRITICAL AND ASSOCIATED TRACKING 
















































































































































To procure a position that allows me to research and develop new technologies in the 
cyber security space. 
 
EDUCATION 
2015  M.S.  Technology Leadership and Innovation, Purdue University 
Thesis: Human-Biometric Sensor Interaction using the 
Kinect  





2013 – Present  Research Assistant at the International Center for Biometric Research 
(ICBR), Purdue University 
Previous Position 
2012 – 2013  Undergraduate Researcher at the International Center for Biometric 




 Identity management from a security standpoint 
 Entropy and equating a biometric sample to password/PIN strength 




Human-Biometric Sensor Interaction Automation using the Kinect 
 Research includes tracking users in a US-VISIT and EXIT setting using the 









 Developed software in C# to accurately classify errors and provide feedback to 
the user in real-time by interacting with an AOptix Insight Duo iris sensor over a 
network 
Fingerprint Entropy across Different Sensors 
 Focused on equating fingerprint minutiae data to traditional password strength 
and how it varies depending on which sensor is used to capture 
 Developed an algorithm that calculates the entropy of fingerprint samples for all 
users in a dataset 
Interoperability of Fingerprint Sensors in Terms of Stability Score 
 Research focuses on determining variation of user characteristics over time across 




Google ATAP Project Abacus  
 Project involved the creation and testing of a continuous authentication algorithm 
which uses sensors (accelerometer, camera, GPS, etc.) from an android 
smartphone 
 Led a team of 10 researchers to collect data from over 300 subjects in a 3-month 
sprint 
Authentify (Multi-Factor Out-of-band Authentication Service Provider) 
 Project involved the testing and evaluation of Authentify’s xFA application 
 Developed wrapper program using C# and ODBC drivers to automatically upload 
samples to an SQL database to avoid test administrator error 
National Strategy for Trusted Identities in Cyberspace (NSTIC) 
 Project focused on creating and secure identity ecosystem that is interoperable 
across platforms 
 Developed a program that automatically pushes transactions to subjects’ phones 
during field testing using SOAP 
Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Aging 
 Developed software using C# and Java to automatically extract quality data from 
fingerprint images 
Paycasso 
 Project focused on collecting face samples in different lighting conditions and 
angles 
 Developed a script to automate test administrator tasks such as file manipulation, 

















 Proficient Programming/Scripting Languages: C#, Java, JavaScript, SQL, 
HTML, SAS 
 Other technical skills include: Tableau, MySQL, Object-Oriented Design, 
ODBC, JDBC, Networking, Threading, Encryption, Server/client Architecture, 
ASP.NET, SOAP, OutWit  
 Mobile Platforms: Windows Phone, Android 




 Designed a program that automatically calculates entropy of fingerprint images 
for analysis of security and resistance to brute force attacks 
 Wrote scripts using C# and Java to automate data collection processes and file 
manipulation which reduced test administrator errors 
 Designed and ran a web scraper to collect large amounts of data from sites to 
analyze for behavioral characteristics 
 Developed various test harnesses and GUIs used in funded studies that provided 
the ability to run multiple programs in conjunction with each other 
 Developed and implemented improvements in existing software such as 
VeriFinger, MegaMatcher, IrisCheck, and fingerprint segmentation tools using C#, 
Java, and C++ 
 Developed client/server architecture applications to transfer data from mobile 
phones to a PC for storage 
 Designed and implemented image processing techniques used to identify errors in 
fingerprint sensor and iris presentations 
 Co-edited ISO/IEC 30106-1 and 30106-2, BioAPI for Object Oriented 
Programming Languages 
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